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This issue of Reporter is being
mailed to some 26,000 Monash
graduates in a bid to keep them in
touch with University affairs.
Both in the November newspages
and in tha Year In Review section
(with stories selected from past
Reporters and Monash Review), we
aim to present a ·slice of life' picture of
Monash people and their work in 1983.
We hope we are more favorably
received than advertising dodgers.
real estate agents' cards and
windowed envelopes in your mail box!
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At an inhospitable site on the edge of Victoria's Big Desert, biologists
bave been piecing together the jigsaw of life in a typical mallee area.
They have gained insight on a seeming paradox: the key to the long-term survival
of mallee is nre. Without fife there would be no "recruitment" of the vegetation. As
it is, .recruitment is widely spaced in time giving a steady-state appearance to manee
populations.
The research, which is based in
Monash's Botany department, has also
pinpointed the significant role of ants in
the population dynamics of the mallee.
And it has allowed observation of rare
botanical events - the triggering by nre
into nower of plants (whose beauty is
downgraded by the term "fireweeds"),
the seeds of which can lie in the ground
for decades before germination.
Members of the learn, which has been
working al the site near Lake Albacutya
since 1979, include Dr Terry O'Brien,
Reader in Botany; Dr Bruce Wellington,
who completed his Ph.D. thesis on the
population dynamics of the mallee
species, Eucalyptus incrassata. at ANU
in 1981; Dr Alan Yen, now at the
Museum of Victoria; and Mr Alan
Andersen, formerly at Monash and now
al Melbourne University's Botany
School.
Dr O'Brien says thai the work "got
off the ground" with an $80,000 untied
grant from the West pac Bank (then
eBA).

The site the team chose. in the western

extension of Wyperfeld National Park,
offered ideal research cO:1ditions. On
one side of a bulidozer·width corridor
was an area burnt by wildfire in 1977; on
the other side an area unburnt in 80 or
so years. A massive wildfire burnt the
whole area in 1981 allowing the resear
chers to study a newly-burnt area and
another "re·burnt" in a very short
period.
The area is characterised by steep
sand dunes, some up to 30m high, divid
ed by wide swales.
Its predominant vegetation is mallee,
the multi·stemrned, stunted form of
Eucalypt found across southern
Australia. Typical of the 200-500mm
rainfall region, it forms a transition bet
ween the more common Eucalypt forests
of wetter areas and the Acacia
shrublands of the truly arid cenlre.
There are three mallee Eucalypt
species in the study area: Eucalyptus in·
crassata. E. dumosa and E. foecunda.
Mallee has adapted clearly to the hot.
dry environment in which it lives.
Above ground, the plant is a series of
poles or branches. two to 10m high.
each capped with a crown of leaves and
carrying a mass of woody fruits from
previous flowering seasons.
Below ground is the plant's huge
regeneralive organ, the lignotuber - or
mallee root as it is commonly called.
The lignotuber is partially fire
resistant. Although rire kills the above
ground poles of the mallee, it stimulates
the production of an abundance of
young buds and shOalS - coppice 
from this underground storage organ.
Carbon dating has shown lignotubers to
be 250 to 400 years old.
The most significant feature of the
unburn! mallee area is that there is little
growth of new mallee plants - despite a
light intermittent seed rain from fruits in
the canopies of adult trees.
Most of the newly.fallen seeds. the
team observed, fall victim to predatory
anls - and very rapidly.

• Continued Page 2
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• Predators at work: In unburnt conditions, ants remove most of the
seeds dropped in an intermittent light rain from the canopy of mature

mallees.
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•• \ I - ;- I~I\• After fire, there is a
massive seed rain - too
much for the ants to trans·
port. This allows seed
banks to establish and new

plants to grow (above).

• The process is aided by
reduced competition from
adult plants, themselves
knocked by fire and in the
process 01 regrowth (right).

Monash musicologist wins record prize
A Monash Reader in Music has won a
German Record Critics Prize for a disc
she has made of the music of the Man
dailing people of North Sumatra.
The disc (plus accompanying musi·
cologieai notes, transcriptions and
analyses) is one of a pair recorded in the
field by Dr Margaret Kortomi and her
husband, Dris. The other is of music of
the Angkoia people (neighbors to the
Mandailing).
They are the first commercially-issued
records to give a complete sample of a
Sumatran traditional music. Released by
the West German company
Musicaphon, the records form part of
an anthology of Southeast Asian music
published by the Institute of Musicology
of the University of Basle.
Dr Kartomi says that the discs were
made from hundreds of hours of tapes
she has recorded of Sumatran music
over the last 12 years.
Her research on Sumatran music has
been supported by an ARGC grant since
1973. She has lectured widely in the US,
Europe and elsewhere and published
numerous papers.
Dr Kartomi says that there is
bewildering variety in the musical styles,
forms and instruments of this large
island.
A major division can be made bet·
ween music of coastal and inland areas.
Among the many ethnic groups in the
interior, traditional ensembles of drums,
gongs, winds or fiddles coexist with a
later "stratum" of music associated
with Islam or Christianity.
Along the coast a third layer of music"
exists - innuenced by Indian, Portu

Fire

Dr Margaret Kartoml in a Mandailing village ensemble, the gordang lima.

The largest of the ensembles, common
to both, consists of nine drums, graded
in size. In traditional practice, this
ensemble was reserved for ceremonies
given by the raja or, more recently. his
descendants - and only after at least
one buffalo had been sacrificed.
A · five-drum ensemble exists in
only a few Mandailing areas. Used in the
past by the shaman at ceremonies held in
front of his house, its music assisted him
to enter a state of trance in which he
could contact the spirits.
The third ensemble has a two-drum
component and is associated with
ceremonies of the •'commoners" , or
non-raja families.
Despite its low social status, says Dr
Kartomi, it produces the most elegant

vital to mallee survival

• Continued from Page 1
In fact, more than 90 per cent of seeds
are removed in a maller of weeks,
preventing the developmenl of any seed
bank in the soil.
Seed harvesting activities were found
to vary from area to area over only short
distances, so there were areas of low or
no seed removal.
In such areas seed germination did
take place in the cooler months but none
of the seedlings which were monitored
survived to the beginning of summer.
The competition from adult plants for
scarce nourishment is too greaL
Fire affects this typical no-growth
pattern in three ways, says Dr O'Brien.
First, it stimulates a massive increase
in the rate of seed release from the
canopy - aboul 300 times as much seed
rains on to the ground.
It is more (han the ants can carry
away. Some seeds, then, find a "safe
site" underground for germination.
Secondly, fire·induced changes to the
soil - the presence of ash and the ef
feelS of heat - have a stimulatory effect
on germination.
And, thirdly, fire kills some adults
outright and also reduces temporarily
the competition on soil nutrients and
moisture resources from the surviving
adults by forcing them to regrow from
coppice.
If conditions are favorable, a forest of
seedlings will appear in the first wiOler
following a fire - about 10,000 seedl·
ings per ha have been recorded com·
pared with 100 per ha in an unburm
area.
Of this vast number of seedlings only
about 10 per cent will survive, however.
"This is a harsh, arid environment,"
MONASH REPORTER

guese, other Southeast Asian and
Chinese traders and colonists operating
there over the last 1000 years or more.
The Mandailing and Angkola peoples
inhabit the southwest corner of North
Sumatra.
Their ceremonial music, says Dr Kar
tomi, belongs to a tradition which
developed before the Muslim religion
and Dutch colonists entered the area.
Muslim Padri forces from Minang·
kabau to the south invaded from about
1821 and the whole area was eventually
converted to Islam with a few small
Christian and pele begu ("animist")
pockets.
The Dutch military first enlered the
area in 1821 and took administrative
power from 1835.
Before that, petty chieftains (raja) rul
ed over complexes of hamlets which
were inhabited by various clans.
"Shamans" controlled the system of
rituals which served to honor, above all,
the supernatural beings, the raja and
clan leaders.
Dr Kartomi says that vestiges of these
rituals and beliefs are still apparent
among many of the Mandailing and
Angkola - especially on ceremonial oc
casions such as weddings and funerals.
Associated with these ceremonies is
the traditional music which is usually
performed by orchestras in an open·
sided pavilion in which dancers perform
before a descendant of a raja, seated on
a raised platform.
Dr Kartomi says that there are three
types of ensemble in Mandailing music
and two in Angkola, distinguished by
their drum component.

says Dr O'Brien. "Adults cope because
of their massive root system: our studies
show that horizontal roots can stretch
30m from the lignotuber and estimates
put the vertical roOlS at to to 30m.
"Seedlings have to cope with the root
systems they can make in that first
winter and spring.
"Nevertheless some do survive  and
the species carries on. And it's all been
due to fire."

were recorded from (wo 50m x 25m
plots within 25m of each other. Even
over such a short distance there were
pronounced site differences in species
composition.
The ants also exhibited marked
seasonality: activity was highest in sum
mer and lowest in winter. There was a
high turnover of species in time,
resulting in pronounced seasonal dif·
ferences in species composition.
The ants were found to forage mostly
at night during summer but almost ex
clusively during the day in winter.

Fireweeds

And it was noticed that there were
some patches of ground from which ants
never removed seed - only metres away
from patches where foraging was
frenetic. This is possibly explained by
volatile substances in the soil.

The team observed equally striking
fire· associated behaviour in other
species at the site.
One such is the "fireweed" Exocar
pos sparteus, also known as the desert
cherry, which germinates after fire from
long-lived seed reserves in the soil.
It is thought (hat fire gases break the
seeds' dormancy, initiating germination.
The desert cherry is a rOOl parasite,
developing an extraordinary root system
that hooks on 1O the roots of coppicing
mallees and taps their nutrient reserves.
It seems that {he mallee learns to re·
ject Ihe parasite but nOI before the plant
has gone through its life cycle and seed
ed. Its next appearance may be 40 or
more years away.

For sale
The Botan)' department has the
following items for sale:
• Wildflowers of Victoria - a first
ever poster. $2.
• Banksias of Victoria by Celia
Rosser. Set of six unsigned prints $60,
signed $180.
• Sattmar.sh Plants of Southern.
Australia by Bridgewater, Rosser and
de Corona, including pen and ink
drawings by Celia Rosser. $5.
• The Mosses of Southern Aus
tralia, by SCOIt, Stone and Rosser,
wilh pen and ink drawings by Celia
Rosser. Hardcover $30; softcover SIS.

Ant study
Mr Andersen's study on ants at the
site has revealed a remarkable abundan
cy and richness of species.
A total of 86 species from 27 genera
2

pictured here
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the rare five-drum

balance of ensemble sound.
All three ensembles have bronze
gongs and a wind instrument - but
pieces can also be played on bamboo
percussion or xylophone.
Dr Kartomi says that research into
Sumatran music has been a neglected
subject despite its rich diversity. Twelve
years ago, she was the first musicologist
to carry out extensive fieldwork in the
area. Now two Monash postgraduate
students and others are working on the
music _of single ethnie groups and a
Monash student wrote a Ph.D. thesis on
the music of one area in 1979.
Dr Kartomi has helped the University
of North Sumatra in Medan establish a
department of ethnomusicology - the
only one in an Indonesian university.

NEXT REPORTER
This is the last Monash Reporter for 1983.
The next will be publishecl In March 1984.
Contributions and suggestions should be
addressed to the editor (ext. 2(03) c/- the
Information Ortice, ground floor, University

Offices.

HSC Physics
lectures
HSC Physics students are facing "the
big test" about right now.
It is not so long ago, in less pressured
circumstances, that many of them were
at Monash for a series of four evening
leclures and demonstrations presented
by the department of Physies. The ses
sions were designed to extend the
students' horizons.
More than 200 students attended each
lecture. Borh the size of attendance and
the interest shown by the students have
convinced the organisers they are
meeting a real need. The Physics depart·
ment plans to present a similar series
next year.
Speakers this year were Dr non Hut
ton on the physics or nuclear weapons
and their effects (without demonstra
tion!); Dr Rod Tobin on lasers, diffrac
tion and holography; Dr Harry Pertman
on the transition of the Bohr atomic
theory to probabilistic quantum
mechanics; and Dr Keith Thompson on
electrostatic phenomena and their
explanation.
NOVEMBER
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Hospital
moves
one
stage
closer

lWENTY-FIVE years on, and a dream
.....n. 10 take sbape - Ibougb Dol,
perhlPS, In lhe precise locltlon Ihll
MODish's founding falbers originally
envisaged.
Last week the Victorian Premier. Mr

John Cain, unveiled the foundation plaque
for Ihe new South Eastern Medical Centre
- officially, the Queen Victoria Medical
Centre Relocation Project - in Clayton
Road, a short distance from the University.

When the master plan for Monash was
drawn UP. back in 1958, it was proposed
that a teaching hospital should occupy the
south-western corner of the campus. Many
plans and schemes were considered -

/

and

discarded - as political battles raged over
the proposal.
Finally the decision was made: Queen
Victoria Medical Centre would be trans
ferred to the site of McCulloch House
convalescent home in Clayton.
Now the five·storey, 35D-bed hospital,
incorporating the Monash teaching depart
ments of paediatrics and obstetrics and
gynaecology, is appearing above ground.

The $91 million project is due for comple·
tion in November 1986.
Speaking at the unveiling ceremony last

week, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ray
Martin, said that the University, along with

THIS was the view last week
Irom the south-west corner 01
the new South Eastern
Medical Comple. site In
Clayton Road, Clayton. In the
distance Oust a mOe or so
away) is the Monash campus
- and the Menzies Building.

the City of Oak leigh and surrounding
communities, welcomed the government's
determination to press ahead with the new
hospital.
Professor Martin said that it was with "a
sense of great relief and enormous satis
faction" it was now possible to say that the
decision of the University's interim council
to locate the University in Clayton had 
at last - been vindicated.

Summer jllll;

Prospects are
a lot brighter
There are hopeful signs on the sum
mer vacation job front for students.
This is according to Monash's Student

Employment Officer. Irmgard Good,
who says that a revival appears to be
underway in manufacturing industries.
"August was the turning point," says
Jrmgard. "Firms I hadn't heard from
for two or more years started contacting
me and indicated they would have casual
employment this summer."

The Student Employment Office,
which offers a free service to employers
and students. is gearing up for its busiest
time in a busy year.
It has mailed thousands of brochures
lO potential employers in the metro
politan area - chieny the eastern and
southern suburbs, including the Penin
sula. It will also place a series of adver
tisements in Melbourne papers and, in a
bid to foster jobs for country students,
the "Weekly Times".
The targets are labour-intensive in
dustries, such as rood, beverage, paint
and plastics manuracturers. retail SlOres,
petrol stations. hotels, construction
companies, hospitals and municipal
councils.
The brochure lists a wide range of
areas that Monash students could work
in.
These include: clerical, labouring,
gardening, table or bar service, data
processing, slOrework, engineering, ac
counting, driving, sales, childminding,
tutoring, fruit picking, and interpreting
and translating in a large number of
foreign languages.

EMPLOYERS with jobs should con·
tact Irmgard or her assistants Robyn

Hail

Best and Kerryn Hare on 541 0811 ext.
IT TOOK 30 monlhs - bul flnilly Pro
fessor Rokuro Hidaka made it to
Australia.

and farewell

Banned by the former government for

alleged dealings with the Japanese Red
Army. Professor Hidaka was cleared for
admission by the Hawke government
earlier this year and eventually arrived
for a crowded three-week lec
ture/seminar visit in late September.
A relieved Professor Hidaka was
entertained at an end-of-tour party in

the Monash department of Japanese.
Here, Professor Hidaka (second from
left) is seen with Professor Jiri Neustup
ny, chairman of Japanese, the Japanese
Consul-General in Melbourne, Mr
Kazuo Kaneko, and the Vice-Chan
cellor, Professor Ray Martin.

3097 or 3297. An after-hours answering
service - 541 3097 - will ensure that
no job opportunity is lost.

FOR STUDENTS -

Irmgard sug

gests they register with her Office as
soon as they finish exams. Vacancies
will be placed on the notice board out
side Careers and Appointments, on the
first floor of the Union, as they come to
hand. There are nearby rooms in which
students can wait.
,
These are her other tips:
• Use your initiative. Tell friends,
relatives and local businesses that you
are looking for work. Register with the
CES and study newspaper - both daily
and suburban - advertisements. /
• Start job hunting early in the day
and go armed with a street directoryand
coins for phones.
• Look for work as soon as exams
finish rather than after a holiday. Many
businesses step up production before
Christmas and shut down in January.
Also, shops, hotels, restaurants and
entertainment venues arc at their busiest
in December.
• Don't wait for the perrect job.
Anything is better than nOlhing and a
short-term job well performed can often
lead to a longer one.
ANOTHER addition to the University scene
is Ihe new home of the Japanese Studies
Centre. left. Designed by University ar
chitect Alan Scott, and incorporating many
Japanese architectural features, the
building is now ready for the official open
ing, due to take place soon. Construction of
the centre was made possi~e by sub
stantial donations from the Japanese car
firm, Toyola, the Commemorative Associa
tion for the Japan World Exposition, the
Australia-Japan Foundation and other local
bodies.
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Reformer argues case
on plain English law
The language of the law is falling to meet the needs of Australians and reform has been delayed too long.
according to a Monash senior lecturer in Law.
Such reform must be more than a

cosmetic job of dropping the "hereto

fores" and "whereins". says Dr Guy
Powles.
It must tackle the issue of plain legal
English at a conceptual level. bearing in
mind the audience for which the com
munication is intended.
It must be based on proper linguistic

research.
And it must involve all those groups
which initiate use of legal English - the
legal profession (including judges and
law draftsmen), parliamentarians,
government departments and commer
cial institulions.
For too long, says Dr Powles, one or
other of these groups has turned aside
proposals for reform by saying it can't
act out of step.
The areas requiring attention, in both
written and spoken English. include:
• Legislation of Federal. State and
local governments; and documents.
notices and forms used by govern
ments and courts.
• Commercial documents par
ticularly conditions of sale. hire
purchase agreements, loan contracts,
insurance policies, le....ses and con
veyancing documents.
• The legal language used in and
around courts and tribunals.
• Communication between officials
and citizens, lawyers and clients.
Earlier this year Dr Powles urged the
establishment of a national task force on
legal English reform in a submission to
the Senate Inquiry into a National
Language Policy - an inquiry now in its
final stages.
In it he made the point that native
English speakers are often nearly as
disadvantaged by incomprehensible
legal documents as non-English
speakers.
Speaking to Reporter, Dr Powles said
that there is a dangerously widening gap
between public perceptions of what is
needed and what is possible in legal
language reform, and the auitude of
lawyers "who continue to deny they
have lost control over their words".
Some hoary justifications - precision
and permanency of meaning - are ad
vanced to support no change.
"Yet the amount of legal language
which is actually required in order to
convey precise meaning is relatively
small and legal 'terms of art' are needed
far less frequently than is commonly
supposed," he says. "Plain English can
achieve precision in the great majority
of situations with which the public is
concerned. "

Threat to monopoly
Dr Powles believes that the underlyi:1g
reason for a lack of enthusiasm for
reform could be economic.
"It could be argued that lawyers en
courage and connive in the preservation
of a 'special purpose' English as a way
of preserving their monopoly over com
petence in dealing with the law," he
says.
MONA$H REPORTEk

That monopoly has been challenged
in recent years by development of the
"self help" approach in areas such as
divorce and conveyancing, and by a
growing community awareness of the
law, fostered by legal studies courses in
schools and community legal education
programs.
"Some sections of the legal profession
are on the defensive and wish to hold the
boundaries. "
Dr Powles suggests that in some in
stances legal English is used to obscure
meaning and even to deceive.
Despite the "vested interest", a few
efforts have been made in Australia
towards reform but they have been
piecemeal.

Moves for

~hange

Iy used standard is based on the Flesl.O
Reading Ease Index which awards a
score derived from measuring the length
of words and sentences. Usually. the
relevant statutes also set requirements
eDrGuyp_
on layout, including print and regulation may have to be rethought, as
paragraph sizes.
part of a long-term strategy, and
The second approach imposes a guidelines laid down for law
"compr~hensibiHty" test aimed at
draftsmen. "
"coherence" and the use of words with
Dr Powles says that a purging of
"common and everyday meanings". legalese and jargon must be at the heart
Such tests are obviously vague and hard of reform, as is the need to identify 
to apply.
and explain - that "hard core" legal
Dr· Powles says that such legislation language which must carry "special"
has had a stormy history - and a large meaning - words whose meaning has,
number of the Bills has not been pro for certain purposes, been determined
by the courts. statute or usage.
ceeded with.
Where unusual words are being used
The "fresh initiatives" he believes are which have an adequate, common
. needed in Australia would begin with a counterpart then the latter should be
clear appreciation of the general and preferred: for "recognizance" read
s Pie c i f i cpu r p 0 s e s 0 fie g a I "undertaking"; for "demise" read
communication.
"death" .
The use of special purpose language in
One of the problems has been that the
language is strained to fulfil two func English law has its origin in the use of
tions - the first to enable specialists to Latin and French by the educated elite in
converse with each other efficiently and, early England, says Dr Powles.

Dr Powles says that the most consis
tent and compelling voice (among the
few) to be heard in legal and government
circles over the past five years has been
that of the Australian Law Reform
Commissioner, Justice Michael Kirby.
His Commission has no specific
reference to deal with the subject,
however.
Several insurance companies have
produced "plain English" motor vehicle
to
policies. The RACV was the pioneer in
with the lay person.
Victoria and others have followed, mak
"The interests of the people at both
ing their endeavours a selling point.
'ends' of legal communication need to
There have also been good intentions
be better understood and, where possi
... with little result.
ble, reconciled.
For example, in 1977 the Victorian
..Assuming there is to be a category of
Attorney-General set up a committee to communications written or spoken sole
advise on "the ways in which the ly by and for people with the same
preparation, formulation, expression, specialised level of comprehension, as in
printing and distribution of the law can legal argument in court, the difficulty is
be improved" in order to promote to determine what types of communica
"greater simplicity, brevity and clarity tion should fall within this privileged
in the written law". Six years later the category.
committee has not reponed.
"Where communication will be bet
In 1980. the then Federal Attorney ween groups of people possessing dif
General proposed that, in the case of ferent levels of comprehension, study is
selected Bills, explanations of the required of their respective levels.
"Whole areas of statute law and
general purpose of the legislation should
be written as simply as possible in a
memorandum approved by Parliament.
No example has yet appeared.
The Victorian Credit Act 1981, says
Dr Powles, contains a major step in the
regulation of the terminology and layout
of credit contracts - but it has not yet
been proclaimed.
When (or if) it comes into force, the
The Monash University Law Alumni,
Act will create an offence for a "credit
which now has more than 400 members,
provider" to use a document which fails
had a successful year In 1983.
to meet the statutory definition of
One of its major projects has been
"readily legible" or which the proposed
publication
of a directory of Monash law
Credit Tribunal ha~ examined and
graduates. The directory gives the names,
declared to be "expressed in language
addresses, occupation, professional and
that is not readily comprehensible".
cultural interests of members who wished to
This Act is only part way along the
be included.
legislative path on the use of language in
insurance policies and other commercial
Christmas cocktails
contracts pioneered in the US.
One or both of two approaches have
The Alumni's next function is a Christmas
been adopted in several Slates there.
cocktail party to be held on Thursday,
One is to impose a "readability" stan
December 8 at 5.30 p.m. Those wlahlng to
dard which tests the relationship bet
aHend  or to join the Alumni - should
contact Mrs Irene Thavarajah on
ween difficulty of comprehension and
541 3307.
method of presentation. The most wide-

to
all-powerful position the courts attained
in the British system over centuries. The
significance of precedent in the common
law system means also that lawyers are
constantly referring to texts, and the
language, of the past.
"While society changed around the
courts, they held on to their special pur
pose language as a symbol of the status
of lawyers and the law," he says.
"Will public opinion at last oblige
lawyers - government and private - to
take a fresh approach to legal language?
I am sure that bureaucracy and com
merce would now support a substantial
review - and would appreciate the
long-term benefits of a legal language
policy...

An active year for
Monash Law Alumni

4

Earlier in the year, the Alumni held its first
annual dinner. Professor J. Fleming,
author of The Law of Torts, was gues
speaker at the function on April 21 .
The first Monash University Law Alumni
Undergraduate Award was presented  to
Mary Amerena, who completed her course
in 1982.
At the annual general meeting, which
preceded the dinner, the following office
bearers and committee members were
elected:
President, Jack Hammond; Vice
President, Marilyn Pittard; Secretary, Tom
May; Treasurer, Malcolm McComas.
Committee: Peter Garrison, Christo
pher Jessup, Joan Miller, Stephen
Newman, David Phillips, Murray Raft,
Harry Reicher and Roger Rothlleld.
NOVEMBER
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The letters of the law
open doors on humanity

c

Perry Mason always got bis man 
but, strictly speaking legally, he
shouldn" have.
It is one instance in which telling a
good story took priority over getting it
right on matters such as rules of
evidence.
The homegrown. "Carsqn's Law".
which ranks among its advisers Don
Dunstan QC, fares much better in the
courtroom authenticity stakes. And, of
course, it would be a brave person to
cross-examine John Mortimer on points
of law in "Rumpole of the Bailey".
Such programs are part of a long and
close relationship between the law and
literature and the performing arts. In
deed the first trial scene in literature is
generally accredited to the Greek
playwright Aeschylus in "The
Eumenides" . Many playwrights and
novelists since have drawn on the
"theatre" of the trial - with its rich op
portunities for surprise, rhetoric and
catharsis (without need for scene
change).
For every Perry Mason "fudge",
there is a Dostoevsky who in novels such
as "The Brothers Karamazov", "Crime
and Punishment" and "The Idiot" is
spot on in raising still pertinent issues in
law, says Neville Turner, senior lecturer
in Law.

And there is a Shakespeare who in
plays such as "Measure for Measure"
and "The Merchant of Venice" gives a
textbook study on the distinction bet
ween law and equity.
Or there is a Dickens who, by raising
the consciousness of a nation on law
reform issues in his stories, had a pro
found effect on the development of
English law last century.
Or a Trollope. Thackeray. Galswor
thy, C. P. Snow - or a W. S. Gilbert.
for that matter, who brilliantly satirises
the jury in a breach of promise case in
"Trial by Jury" .
And a Balzac, Anatole France,
Maupassant, Tolstoy, Turgenev.
Schiller or von Kleist.
Some of these writers were legally
trained. Others like Dostoevsky were on
the receiving end of the law: he had a
five-minutes-to-midnight reprieve from
execution on a sedition charge and was
also sued for libel.
All of them were able to put law in its
human context - and that is something
that today's lawyers tend to lose sight
of, says Mr Turner.
That's why he would like to see the
law in literature taught in university
courses - "to get Jaw students thinking
beyond technicalities to humanity".

Mr Turner has just published in the
US a paper on Dostoevsky and the
judicial process, looking particularly at
"The Brothers Karamazov". His in
terest in the study was fostered by
another Dostoevsky student. Dr Bobbs
Vladiv, senior tutor in Slavic
Languages.
The novel concerns a man's wrongful
conviction on a charge of murdering his
father. The prosecutor's case is based
entirely on circumstantial evidence.
It was written in 1878 but set a decade
earlier - just three years after the great
Judicial Reforms in Russia which saw
introduction of trial by jury.
Mr Turner says that Dostoevsky was
able to pinpoint with great perspicacity
the factors that can lead to an error of
justice in the course of a trial - factors
which make a trial more of a lottery
than a search for truth.
"Dostoevsky's acute criticisms have a
timeless quality. The dO}lbts raised on
the trial process are ignored by the con
servative and narcissistic legal profes
sion even today, although' there are signs
of disquiet," he says.
Ultimately, Dostoevsky's criticisms,
he adds, lead to questions which lawyers
might prefer not to face about the judg
ing of human affairs: Is it ever possible
to know the truth? Can a human court
ever be justified in coming to a
conclusion?
Mr Turner analyses Dostoevsky's
critique of the trial process, relating
points raised to the views of other
creative writers, and to modern legal

Visit by
Chinese
delegation
A lop-level Chinese law delegation,
led by the Vice-President of the Supreme
People's Court, visited Monash last
month.
The visit follows one by a team of ex
perts on Australian criminal law and
procedure to China last year. That
group included two Monash lawyers,
Professor Louis Waller (currently Law
Reform Commissioner of Victoria) and
Mr Richard Fox, and was headed by Mr
Justice MeGanie of the Supreme Court
of Victoria.
The Chinese delegation consisted of
Mr Wang Zhanping. the leader; Mr
Zheng Xiwen, Vice Minister of Justice;
Mr Wang Qi , Chief Judge of the
Economic Division of the Supreme Peo
ple's Court; Mr Wei Vaorong. Chief of
the Economic Law Research Depart
ment of the Legislative Committee, Na
tional People's Congress Standing Com
mittee; Mr Lu Jian, Deputy Director of
the Office, Ministry of Justice; Mr
Huang Jie, Deputy Director of the
Research Depanment, Ministry of
Justice; Mr Xu Jingfeng, Deputy Direc
tor of the Department of Foreign Af
fairs, Ministry of Justice; Ms Feng and other judges and members of the
Xiumei, interpreter .
legal profession, observed criminal
Their visit, organised by the trials, visited various correctional agen
Australian Government, included cies and attended seminars at Monash
Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney.
and Melbourne universities.
While in Melbourne the delegation
The seminars at Monash included one
met with the Chief Justice of Victoria on domestic violence, led by Ms
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Maureen Tehan of the Springvale Legal
Service and Ms Renafa Alexander of the
Legal Aid Commission, and one on
family law. led by Professor Henr)'
.'inlay. Family Court judge and Chair
man of the Family Law Council, Me
Justice Fogarly, also participated.
S

• _tie Turner
studies such as that of Sir RIchard Eg
gleston in "Evidence, Proof and Pro
bability" (the second edition of which is
reviewed elsewhere in this Reporter).
He examines, for example, the effect
on justice of the lack of legal representa
tion. unequal legal representation, the
role of the judge, and the admissibility
of evidence, including the failure to pro
duce admissible evidence.
He looks too at the role of the jury as
a potential source of injustice.
"The rationale of using juries is that
they constitute the ordinary conscience
of society, as opposed to lawyer/judges •.
who may be technically-minded, remote
and untrustworthy characters. That is
the theory," Mr Turner says.
°ln practice. the jury may be con
fronted with a case which is beyond their
intellectual capacity."
This is becoming particularly evident
in cases of white-collar crime, he says.
Related to this issue is the problem of
the evidence of experts. In "The
Brothers Karamazov". Dostoevsky
points to problems of evidence by
psychiatrisls and psychologists.
There is a further complication in
common law countries where the adver
sary system of court procedure compels
the expert to be a partisan for the side
that calls him as a witness. It is a defect
shown up sharply in the Chamberlain
case.
Mr Turner says that another possible
source of error in justice, strongly
hinted at in "The Brolhers
Karamazov", is the artificiality of the
trial setting itself.
The intimidating and unnatural
environment can make people behave in
an abnormal way - or at least not give
of their best.
Says Mr Turner: "The result may be
that truthful witnesses appear to be
untrustworthy, or, conversely, that liars
appear to be convincing.
uSir Richard Eggleston, a judge of
many years' experience. makes the
startling point more than once in his
book that 'Most witnesses will lie if the
motive is strong enough and many wilt
lie merely to save lengthy explanations
about matters that they think have
nothing to do with the case'. "
A more informal setting would help.
he says. So too would more patient, less
arrogant lawyers.
• In quite a different area, Mr
Turner has recently co-authored a book
in German on English family law
(Englisches Familienrtcht). II is intend
ed primarily for German lawyers advis
ing clients who have married across
nationality.
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A self-help approach to Third World health
A Monash medica. graduate has
helped pioneer a new approach 10 beallh
care for refug..s in several Third World
countries.
Dr Michael Toole, who graduated in
1971, says that primary health care
departs from the "fire-fighting" men
tality with which aid organisations have
traditionally approached refugee
medicine.
After dealing with emergency pro
blems. it emphasises preventive rather
than curative medicine and seeks com
munity involvement in programs by
training refugees themselves as health
workers. It is designed to lessen
dependency.
Dr Toole has worked in camps in
Thailand, along the border with Laos,
and most recently in Somalia.
The Horn of Africa. he says, is
possibly the area of greatest need in the
world. Yet Ihere are fears Ihal the Aus
tralian Government may turn its back
on it and other such areas by moving
from needs-based foreign aid to ex
cJusively region-based.
This year Dr Toole has been working
with Community Aid Abroad as
primary health care adviser. involved
mainly in a Somali project to which the
Government has committed S2.5m over
five years.
He first went to Somalia in 1981 as
senior medical adviser in its Refugee
Health Unit. The country had just in
herited the world's most serious refugee
emergency at the time, following the loss
of a war with Ethiopia.
It was fought over the Ogaden, an
area given to Ethiopia by the British but
peopled by ethnic Somalis - long a
disputed claim.

Somalia had attracted Soviet Union
support since its revolution in 1969 but
mid-war found its aUy cross sides as US
influence in Ethiopia waned.
The result was disastrous; one million
people ned to Somalia.
Idealistic Somali doctors and nurses
spearheaded the new approach to health
care of these refugees, says Dr Toole.
They were determined that international
agencies should work to their ideas.
The first task was to tackle urgent
medical matters. Malnutrition was at
tacked by selective supplementary
feeding for children at risk, with
mothers encouraged to prepare the
food. An immunisation program was
implemented in the first year to combat
diseases such as measles, whooping
cough and TB.
At the same time, the medical teams
started training health workers selected
from among the refugees. Natural can
didates for this task included traditional
midwives and bone setters.
These people were taught literacy and
the basics of preventive medicine - the
significance of sanitation, for instance,
and clean water and immunisation.
They were also trained in the diagnosis
and treatment of common diseases. The
group of drugs used was limited and
standardised.
This procedure, says Dr Toole, meant
that the health workers were taking
primary responsibility for their com
munities, referring only difficult cases to
medical staff. In turn, the doctors and
nurses had time to train more primary
workers and conduct health education
more widely.
He says that by 1982 some 90 per cent
of work was being performed by health

workers.
Such was the success of the program
that the Somali Government decided to
apply the model to the country as a
whole: In the camps infant mortality
before the age of one was one in 25; in
Somalia generally it was one in five.
Community Aid Abroad, which had
responsibility for one of the 3S refugee
camps, agreed to conduct a feasibility
study of extending primary health care
to the remote, nomadic region of
Sanaag.
It is this program on which Dr Toole
has been chiefly working.
On his most recent visit to Africa he
also entered, via the Sudan, Eritrea _ .
another area of conflict in Ethiopia.

Farewell to a Monash 'institution'
Thirteen years In the job, Cathy-behind
the-Union-Desk has become, for
want of a better word, a Monash
"institution"•
A sullen day outside, late in the after
noon her cheerfulness seems
indefatigable.
Early next year Cathy is to leave the
University to go to what she calls the
neJet phase of her career 
motherhood. The Toscanos' first
child is due in April.
When Cathy Celona (as she then was)
came to Monash in February 1971
she was fresh out of Sacred Heart
Girls' College, Oakleigh. The nuns
warned her of the dangers of working
in a hotbed of revolution.
She wasn't paralysed by fear.
If anything, she recalls, in a whole span
in which there's never been a dull
moment, the early '70s were more
carefree.
"Students see med to have more fun
then. There wasn't the job pressure,
for example," she says.
The Union Desk has always had a
special relationship with members of
the University, Cathy believes.
"I think we're seen as ~ot part of the
bureaucracy. It's the sort of place
people can ask an ordinary question,
even a dumb one, and not feel an
idiot.
"There's great satisfaction in doing
your best to get an answer to a ques
tion - to let nothing win you."
Without doubt the most asked question
is: Is this the inquiry desk? Not all
MONASH REPORTER

Post-war, the United Nations
"federated" Ethiopia and Eritrea. In
reality the latter was swallowed up by
the former. An Eritrean People's
Liberation Front fights for
independence.
There are severe famine conditions in
the whole area, says Dr Toole. Ethiopia
claims that it is distributing interna
tional aid to all its provinces induding
Eritrea.
"This is simply not true," says Dr
Toole. III have travelled throughout the
area and to one of the fronts.
"No aid is coming from Ethiopia, and
Eritrea is getting no assistance from any
other source because it is not recognised
as a political entity."

Cricket club
reunion
The Monash University Crickel Club
comes of age this season.
It is 21 and to celebrate the occasion a
dinner has been arranged for Saturday I
February 2S in Deakin Hall.
The club is anxious to attract as many
past players, their wives and friends as
possible to the function.
Guests will includF the Vice
Chancellor, Professor RaY Martin, and
Mrs Martin, together with the President
of the Victorian Cricket Association, Mr
Ray St..le, and Mrs St.....
It is expected that the all-inclusive cost
of the dinner will be $20 a head. For fur
ther information contact the Club Presi
dent, Ken Ward, at the Halls of
Residence on ext. 2900.

• cathy (second from left) is leaving - but the Union Desk team
_ o r y HIli (seated), Barbara Helper and carolyn Horvath.

trad~ion

carries on with

her 18th century ancestor - at
Monash.
"Now even I know from growing up in
the area that Monash wasn't built
then," says Cathy. She expressed ap
preciation to the office of the
Registrar of Births, Deaths and Mar
riages who had "referred" the call.
Cathy says that she'll miss her "family"
at Monash - "even the whackers"
- but knows that the Union Desk
learn tradition will carryon.

queries are answer.ed so easily.
Just recently a phone inquirer asked
Cathy how long the journey would
take from Monash to Bethlehem.
Caught unaware she asked if the caller
would be travelling by donkey or
camel.
It was, in fact, a serious request. As we
talk about Monash (lhe University)
he was assuming ready recognition of
Bethlehem (the hospital).
Another rece", caller was tracking down
6

Volunteers
sought
Volunteers are being sought for a
research project in the German depart
ment.
The study is on bilingual children.
Researcher Susanne Dopice is seeking
children aged from two to four years
who have no older brothers or sisters.
One parent should speak German to the
child and the other English.
Interested families should contact
Susanne on ext. 2239 or 543 6094
(home).
NOVEMBER
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Graduate: 'hero to a nation'
"Investigations into the performance
01 • 12 motre yacht sail".
That is the title of a fourth year
Mechanical Engineering thesis submitted in
1969 by a young man whom _ _ Bill
Melbou..... project supervisor. remembers
.. being unassuming but quietly confident
and determined.
The description "a person who knew
where he was going " crops up without ex
ception among those at Monash who
remember our most pubJic graduate of re
cent months: John Bertrand. caplain ,
helmsman and sail designer of Australia II,
the America' s Cup winner .
Not only was John's technological in
terest in yachting fostered in Mechanical
Engineering's wind tunnel. Practising his
skills on the University's behalf, he
represented Monash in intervarsity sailing
events in 1967 and 1968, skippering a Shar
pie class boat.
And the Spans and Recreation Associa
tion recognised a great sportsman in the
making by awarding John a Full Blue in its
1968 sporting awards. It is the first and only
time the Association has made this award
tor yachting.
In the same year he was president of the
Monash Sailing Club.
John Bertrand's years at Monash were
1966 to 1969. The year after, he travelled to
the United States where he began a
Master's degree in ocean engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and joined the crew of Gretel " in his first
America's Cup challenge. He sailed with
Southern Cross in 1974 and Australia in
1980 also.
By the time he enrolled at Monash he was
already an Australian sailing champ - at
age 16, in the VJ class.
There was common ground with Pro
fessor Melbourne who had been part of
Wlrwlck Hood1s design team for Dime
POIlIe. the 1967 challenger.
Professor Melbourne says that the two
often used to joke that an Australian yacht
wouldn't win an America's Cup "until it had
an engineer at the h~lm" .
"And that is precisely John's strength,"
he says. "He combines two talents - a
natural talent as a yachtsman with that of a
top-rate engineer who understands the

I THE VICTORS - John Bertrand (left). skipper of the America's Cup winner. AuotraUa
II. and syndicate head. Alan Bond. Photo: The Sun.

ALSO part of the Australia " crew was
another Monash graduate - Will Balllleu.
who graduated in Economics in 1976.
In 1972 Will was awarded a Full Blue by
Monash for rowing . He was stroke on the
University team which won the Oxford-Cam
bridge intervarsity boat race held on the
Manning River, Taree, NSW. in that same
year. He also represented Australia in row~
ing at the '72 Olympics.
A third member of the crew, Brian
Richardson, rowed for Monash in local
events in the early 1970s although he was
not a student at the University.

mechantcs invotved in a yacht's perfor
mance. It's a point on which America has
had the edge over its competitors for years.
" First and foremost, though , John is a
great yachtie ."
Professor Melbourne says that it was
quite clear John "would be the one to get
there" .
"Everything he has done has been quite
deliberate - part of a grand ptan perhaps.
Yet he was always a pleasant and
unassuming person and, you can tell when
you see him on television, he's no different
now."

ifI . .:,- ..'::

MGA to new graduates:
'Give us a thought'
The Monash Graduates Association Is
a major organisation created to serve the
needs of ALL Monash graduates. The
MGA 18 broadly based and therefor. Is
able to represent all graduates and co
ordinate graduate contribution to the
community.
The "graduates association" consists
ot every graduate ot this University but it
Is really the financial members who com
prise the MGA and give it tts strength.
On graduation, those students now
completing courses will have an oppor
tunity to join either on an annual or lite
member basis. But, that is for the future.
By the way, there 's a pleasant surprise
In store on how little it costs to be 8
member. Our brochure - which you'll
receive next year at graduation - will
give the details.
Some disciplines such as medicine
and law have their own graduate
organisations and these cover the
technical and protessional needs of their
members.
MGA does not have such objectives how could we with so many disciplines?
But we do work harmoniously with the
other groups.
The MGA alms to be the focal point for
graduate contributions to the service of
the community and to the promotion of
OUR Unlverslly.
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We want people to know that
graduates are not a privileged class with
no concern for other•. We want members
who appreciate the CMnce to use their
qualifications and their status in their
workplace to a88lat othera.
We want members who recognise the
advantages their university education
has given them and who are prepared to
commit themselves to using their profes
sional skills to enhance the wealth of the
community.
But there are some material benefits
from membership. For example,
members receive copies of MONASH
REPORTER, have conceulonal use of
sporting factlities and the library. Travel
concessions can also be arranged. The
University Careers and AppOintments
counsellors are available to assist
members.
Members are represented nationally at
the Australian University Graduates Con
ference and have the support of a Com
mittee Involved in furthering the collec
tive interests of graduates and graduate
students.
So spare us a few thoughts between
now and your degree conferral day.
We would r:eally like you to Join.
Further information is available from
Vicki Thomaon In tho Unlverslly Offlc....

.... •'
~

We're still
learning
Monash's motto, Aneora Imparo ("I am
stlllieamlng"). Is a saying attributed
to Michelangelo.
At least that's what we've been saying
for close on a quarter of a century.
But now Monash professor of Visual
Arts, Professor Margaret Plant, says
that, "in all scholarly honesty" f there
is no evidence that Michelangelo ut
tered the wofds. If he did, he was not
voicing an original thought.
Professor Plant says that the words were
a cliche of the time, attributed in
various Latin versions to Plato and

Seneca.
But she suggests that It would be entirely
appropriate for Michelangelo to have
uttered the words.
His genius would make a process of lear·
ning seem to have been mastered In
the cradle.
"And yet it Is the giants that first declare
that the educational process is ongo
ing and unending," Professor Plant
says.

Ixt.2oo2.
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Signs of job market slump
A ·survey conducted by Monash's
Careers and Appointments Service
points towards a marked deterioration in
the employment of graduates In the
private sector over the last year_
The annual survey is conducted primarily
to obtain information on graduate starting
salaries.
But this year it has yielded these in
dicators of the state of the job market:
• In 1982, some 88 private employers
participating in the survey had recruited a
total 01 1371 graduates. In 1983, some 85
employers accounted for only 716
graduates.
• Last year six of the companies
recruited 50 or more graduates. This year
there was only one employer in this
category.
• A total of 34 of this year's survey
group recruited no graduates at all. In 1982
the figure was 17.
On starting salaries as at April 30 this
year, the survey shows up little movement
over 12 months - demonstrating the effec
tiveness of the wage freeze.
The top earners are chemical engineers
whose starting salary on average is
$17,700. Materials engineers are not far
behind on $17,650, with other engineering
graduates in the $17,ooos.
Law/Arts graduates and Law/Science
graduates employed in industry (as oppos
ed to the profession) had average starting
salaries in the low $17,000s, with
Law/Economics graduates some $700
below that. The irony is that these last
graduates are keenly sought in industry,
mainly for taxation work. But the chartered
accounting profession generally is position
ed at the bottom of the salary range and this
has a spin-off lor Economics/Law
graduates. They are still substantially better
off than if they were employed as articled
clenc:s, however.

Monash
chemists
succeed in
making
new carbon
compound
Researchers in the Monash Chemistry
department have manufactured a new
carbon oxide.
The new oxide is tricarbon monoxide,
made up of three carbon atoms and one
oxygen atom. It is represented by the
chemical symbols C30.
The Monash team believes tricarbon
monoxide will take its place beside the well
known carbon oxides - carbon monoxide
(CO) and carbon dioxide (CO,) - and the
lesser-known carbon suboxide (C 30 2).
The manufacture of tricarbon monoxide
came as a corollary to the team's work ex
amining the molecules which exist in space.

Professor Ron Brown said that car
bon suboxide - the "big brother" of carbon
dioxide - had been known since 1907.
"Yet peculiarly, although that oxide has
MONASH REPORTER
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Science graduates start work in the
private sector at around $16,000 on
average. Computer science graduates have
been in demand but there are signs that
employment growth in this area is starting to
slow.
The "poor cousins" in private industry
are Arts and accounting graduates whose
salaries are in the mid·S15,000s.
EconomiCS graduates majoring in
economics fare better at about $16,300.
And how does the private sector compare
with the public?
In the Australian Public Service,
graduates with three-year degrees have a
starting salary of $14,650; four-year
degrees $15,120; second class honours
$15,600; and first class honours $16,080.
In the Victorian secondary teaching ser
vice, the salary for a recruit with a three
year degree and a Oip.Ed. is $15,760.

•

Another survey scotches the common
ly held view that graduates tum to
teaching careers with low motivation 
"because there's nothing better to do".
The survey was conducted among 131
people who completed the Diploma in
Education at Monash in 1981 by the
Careers and Appointments Service.
It also reveals little evidence of unemploy
ment among the diplomates.
A report on the findings says that most
respondents were highly motivated towards
a teaching career with 70% listing it as their
main ambition. Some S80k of these said
that they had wanted to be teachers for five
or more years.
"Relatively few have seen the Dip. Ed. as
an option of last resort, with only 11 .5%

even bothering to apply for alternative
courses," the report adds.
Many of the diplomates (83%) believed
that teaching offered high job satisfaction.
Only one of the respondents was
unemployed as at April 30, 1982. Some 14
were emergency teachers and seeking per
manent empk1yment.

•

Monash's Master of Administration
course has received a ringing endo......
ment from its graduates.
A report on a survey conducted among
1970-81 M. Admin. graduates says that , from
their perspective, the course appears to be
highly successful.
The report says that the success 01 a
course can be inferred both from what
graduates say about its value to them, and
from what has happened to them since
graduation.
To gauge changes in this second area,
the questionnaire sought information on
such aspects as nature of work, seniority
and responsibility.
The report notes "significant job ad
vancement" in the years following gradua
lton according to all criteria surveyed.
The survey found among respondents:
• A substantial move from specialist oc
cupations (engineering, accountancy
and the like) into management.
• Marked advances in seniority level 
45% increased their level while 52% re
mained constant.
• Considerable increases in responsibility
- both direct (as expressed by the
number of people for whom the
graduate is directly responsible) and
ultimate (a qualitatively judged category).

New Monash
Chancellor
Sir George Lush this year took up the
position of Monash University'S four1h
Chancellor.
Last month Sir George retired as a
Justice of the Supreme Court 01 Victoria 
a post he had held since 1966.
At Monash he replaced as Chancellor Sir
Richard Eggleston, also a retired judge.
Along with Sir Douglas Menzies, that
makes three out of lour of Monash's Chan
cellors who have been judicial figures (the
first, Sir Rober1 Blackwood, was an
engineer).
Repor1er asked Sir George earlier in the
year what special skills a judge was likely to
possess which were well-suited to the task
of Chancellor.
"The art of listening," he replied
a
judge you have some training in k
mg
your mouth shut until you've got something
to say!"
On the role of a Chancellor he made
these comments:
"In a modern university, essential
management rests with the Vice
Chancellor, under Council itself. The
ChancelJor should be available for consulta
tion when outside views are required.
Needless to say he's got to know what he's
talking about."

Nation must
grasp 'hi-tech'
opportunities

• The jubilant team - from left, Dr Peter Godfrey, Dr Patricia Elmes, Dr Frank
Eastwood and Professor Ron Brown.
been known for a long time, no one has ever
thought about the corresponding big
brother of carbon monoxide - C 30 .
" Chemically it is intriguing that chemists
have known a/l this century of only three
major oxides of carbon. This made me feel
we ought to try to see if it was possible to
make the big brother 01 carbon monoxide."
Dr Frank Eastwood, Reader in
Chemistry, Dr Patricia Elmes, a profes·
sional officer, and Dr Peter Godfrey,
senior lecturer, worked with Professor
Brown. A graduate student, Mr Ed Rice,
developed the theoretical framework for the
experiment.
The team used a relatively new chemical
technique of building a very large, but
unstable, molecule which, when heated,
would break down, leaving the hoped-lor
tricarbon monoxide.

8

Or Eastwood devised a molecule of 12
carbon atoms. 12 hydrogen atoms and eiqht
oxygen atoms - C 12 H 120,.
And after long hours in the laboratory the
team found they had the desired result 
the molecule broke down, leaving acetone,
carbon dioxide and the new oxide.
Prolessor Brown said that tricarbon
monoxide had proved to be a peculiar com
pound - although it "lived" for only a frac
tion of a second it was, in chemical terms,
reasonably stable.
And, unlike the other carbon oxides. it
was a polar molecule - with a positive elec
trical charge at the oxygen end and a
negative charge at the other. In the other
oxides the charge is spread uniformly along
the chain of atoms.

High technology both poses a (
and provides an oppor1unity.
If Australia shrinks before the threat and 11
lails to embrace the opportunity, manufac- t
turing industry must continue to decline, ae- J
cording to Professor Ian Polmear, of the
department of Materials Engineering.
Technical change, says Professor
Polmear, will accelerate the decline of some
older industries and traditional occupations.
But so-called "hi-tech" industries also
provide a means of gaining a competitive
advantage in trade and new sources of
employment to counter the loss of jobs as
large, "smoke-stack" industries diminish in
importance.
He says : "Any attempt to slow
technological change will result in the loss
of both old and new industries because
such changes are being embraced by other
nations such as Japan, Germany, Sweden
and Singapore" .
Professor Polmear believes that govern
ment and industry collaboration is needed
to redirect Australia along the "hi-tech"
path.
"The philosophy of relying on the market
place will do little to stimulate such in
dustries in this country with its small popula
tion and geographic isolation," he says.
"The necessary venture capital must come
with government intervention as has been
recommended by the Espie Committee of
the Australian Academy of Technological
Sciences."
He says that Australia should take stock
of its location in the world and greatly in·
crease attempts to identify opportunities in
regional markets.
NOVEMBER

Mercury pollution legacy
of gold mining technique
Hearty 2500 tonnes of gold were pro
duced In VlctorialTom t867 to t973.
About 950.tonnes of it came from quartz
reef mining, which, traditionally, involved
the use of mercury in the gold recovery
process.
Ninety per cent of the quartz reef gold
was mined in the heady days of the gold
rush - from 1867 to 1914. More than half
came from Bendigo.
Using historical records which show that
about one ounce of mercury was "lost" for
(Nery one ounce of gokt recovered, Monash
senior lecturer in Chemistry, Or Bruce Col
Ier and Master of SCience student Rodney
Hall estimate that, as a result, Victoria's
soil, rivers and streams have received about
950 tannes of mercury.

Experilearn

"This makes goCd mining by far the major
SOurce of mercury pollution in inland Vic
"lOria, if not in Port Phillip Bay. " Dr CoUer

says.
Dr Glen Deacon, Reader in Chemistry,
and Dr Coller are investigating the extent of
mercury pollution in Victoria from gold
mining.
With Or Tim Ealey and students from the
Graduate School of Environmental Science,
they have also completed a study (funded
by tha.EPA) of two small goldfietds in the
up~l 30ulburn catchment which were
operanng until recentty - the A-1 mine at
Raspberry Creek and the Morning Star
mine at Woods Point.
With Dr Sam Lake and Mr David Col
eman of the Monash Zoology department,
and Mr B. M. Byerott, now with Carlton and
United Breweries, they have also completed
a study of mercury levels in water,
lediments and fish from the Lerderderg
River for the Ministry of Conservation.

• Dr Glen Deacon (left) and Dr Bruce Coller examine an amalgamation barrel from an old
Victorian goldmine.
Gold mining operations using the mer
cury stamp mill amalgamation process were
carried out in the Lerderderg River catch
ment area until 50 years ago.
The Monash team found high mercury
Javels - up to 27 micrograms per gram (27

Science and
Centre could save $2b.
a year on corrosion bill
A

Ibility study released by the
of Matarials Engineering
NCOmmends the establishment of ana..
-.nal centre to fight the ravages of
c.rrosion.
The study, lunded by the Federal Govern·
ment and conducted by Asaoclate Pro
f"""r Brian Cherry and Dr Brian Skerry,
'Nith the assistance of a panel of corrosion
engineers and other experts, estimates that
SMCh a centre could save the community as
much as $2000 million a year.
The corrosion problem is not just a ques
tion of rust on motor cars and galvanised
iron, the report points out. The direct and in
direct costs of corrosion to industry are
enormous and the results, both socially and
economically, c~n be alarming. Corrosion
can cause pipelines to rupture, industrial
plant to fail , buildings to deteriorate and air
craft to crash.
The feasibility report says the proposed
National Centre for Corrosion Prevention
and Control should be funded, at least par
tially, by the Federal Government. It should
have consultative, research and educa
tional facilities, but it should not "supplant
nor displace" pre-existing corrosion mitiga
tion facilities.
It would act as a first point of reference for
corrosion inquiries from both the general
public and industry. It would provide in
d''Il''..d,ent consulting services only when
facilities were not available elsewhere.
charge would be made for such services.
The report stresses that the National Cor
Centre should be free of either inter
external commercial bias. It should
no links with
commercial
cIapII.-~nt

organisation and should not be seen as an
"extension of any academic institution or
government labo(atory".
However, because of its long-term
research role and its need for access to the
highly sophisticated equipment needed in
this type of research, the panel believes the
Centre should be located close to a high
technology institution with an interest in cor
rosion. Only in that way, it is said, could the
benefits be optimised.
The report does not make a firm recom
mendation on the question of location.
Locations close to the University of NSW
and to Monash are suggested as suitable
sites; on balance, the report favors Monash
because of its activity in the area of corro
sion. The final decision, if the Centre is
established, will be made at the ministerial
level.
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The humble yabby ... an important ...
scientific role?

parts per million) in Lerderderg
sediments which they traced to gold mine
wastes at the old Blackwood-Trentham
goldfield which contained over 100
micrograms per gram.
The A-1 mine at Raspberry Creek, sub
ject of the more detailed study, operated un
til 1976 and produced about 12 tonnes of
gold.
The Monash team found high levels of
mercury in sediments near the battery outlet
of the A-1 mine. Levels of 50-150
micrograms per gram were frequently
found, and in one case the mercury level
was as high as 1900 micrograms per gram.
Contamination (1 -10 micrograms per gram)
was also present in sediments further
downstream in Raspberry Creek and Gaff
neys Creek and the Goulburn River.
Elevated levels of mercury were found in
the roots and leaves of ptants, in algae (a
food source of invertebrate animals), in in
vertebrate larvae (a major food source for
fish) and in trout and redfin.
Much of the mercury in the fish was in the
highly toxic organic form, methylmercury.
Dr Coller and Dr Deacon have clear
evidence from their Raspberry Creek and
Morning Star studies that formation of
methylmercury compounds from inorganic
mercury occurs in the sediments, probably
as a result of microbiological activity.

A job for yabbies
MEANWHILE, in Zoology, researchers
have found that the humble yabby - a part
of Australian folklore if less celebrated than
the koala, kangaroo or Billy Tea - shows
promise as a biological monitor of water
qualify.
A study by Dr Sam Lake and Anthony
Sokol, graduate researcher, indicates that
the common yabby, Cherax destructor,
might be particularly useful in the detection
of mercury contamination . It shows less pro
mise as an indicator of lead contamination.
This is because the yabby takes up 
bioconcentrates - mercury in its muscles,
parttcularly its abdominal muscle. But lead
was found to accumulate in the exoskeleton
which the yabby sheds when it moults.
A search promoted by bodies such as the
Australian Water Resources Council has
been going on for some time for Australian
animals useful in water quality
management.
9

Been to the newly re·organlsed
Museum of Victoria of late?
h has a major new " interactive" science
display which is arousing the curiosity and
interest of adults as much as chikiren .
The $100 ,000 project Experileam is a
joint venture of the Museum and MonaSh's
Education faculty and Physics department.
The display marks a significant departure
for the Museum in exhibition content and
style of presentation.
It provides an entertaining introduction to
basic scientific principJas by inviting visitors
to interact with displays - there are nearly
30 of them - which demonstrate those
prinCiples simply and vividly .
The do-it-yourself, bare-facts style of ex
position contrasts with the historical ap
proach the Museum has generally taken
towards subjects in the past. .
The display is modelled on ventures
overseas such as the Exploratorium in San
Francisco.

New approach
on machine
maintenance
Research by a Monash Mechantcal
Engineering team on monitoring the con
dition of industrial machines ia aimed at
reducing the cost of their maintenance
and improving productivity through Ie..
"downtime" - the time equipment Is out
of action during repair.
The team - which includes senior lec
turers Robin Alfredaon , Jack Steckl and
Bruce Kuhne" - has produced an inven
tory of techniques which can be used to
identify a maintenance need.
Application of the new techniques to date
has been on equipment used in mineral pro
cessing. Equipment maintenance as a
percentage of operating costs has risen
sharply in the mining industry in recent
years.
Dr Alfredson says that there are two ap
proaches that have been taken traditionally
to equipment maintenance. Both have
drawbacks.
One has been to maintain machines on a
regular basis. But this can tead to under- or
over-servicing and faults can be Introduced
as well as eliminated in any maintenance
procedure.
The second approach is to allow equip
ment to run until it breaks down and then
repair it. Unexpected breakdowns can
cause great loss in production.
The new approach Is to maintain equip
ment when its condition indicates that
maintenance is required .
The Monash team has developed three
tests for determining this:
• Examining wear debris in lubricating oil
samples taken from the machines.
e Monitoring changes in the machine's
vibration levels.
• Measuring the temperature of bearings.
From the initial area of problem detection,
the researchers have moved on to improved
methods 01 diagnosis and progndais.
MONASH
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Recession not
main cause of
job-shedding

Earty findings of 8 survey of some of
Auatralla's large8t companies pinpoint
reasons other than the recession for
labou,..hedding programs.
Among the other more stgnificant causes
are company restructuring through
mergers, improved management methods
and the like, and the introduction of new
technology.
The survey, which is planned to embrace
60 of the nation's top companies by market
capitalisation, identifies voluntary early
retirement as the preferred tool in im
plementing manpower policies.
But a question has been raised as to
whether the new, higher rate of super
annuation lump sum taxation will put the
skids under early retirement schemes.
While much attention is focused on the
problems of youth in relation to jobs, it is in
fact older workers - whose expectation is
that they will be in a job until age 65 - who
are '/bearing the brunt" of the labour
market revolution, says Mrs Val Maxwelf,
tutor in Administrative Studies at Monash.
Mrs Maxwell points out that her finding on
the relaHve impact of the recession on job

shedding is based on companies at the
"rock solid" end of the scale. Her study,
too , is yet to extend to the automobile and
textile industries. It does include several
large public employers.
She says that voluntary early retirement
- wrapped up in an atlractive "package
dea'" - is the preferred means of labour
shedding because it is the least visible.
The "harder options" are involuntary
retirement and retrenchment of younger
workers - moves which can stir up a
hornet's nest in industrial relations and tar
nish a company's public image.
Mrs Maxwell identifies several character
isticS which are common to many early
retirement package deals. First, they are
usually promoted as limited time, never-to
be-repeated offers. Quite often, indeed,
they are repeated It manpower planning
dictates.
Secondly, acceptance of the deals is
often based on an appeal to the altruism of
older workers. They are reminded of their
fair innings and of the need to give younger
people a go in changing times.
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The banking
career path
'shortchanged'

Traditionally banking ha. provided a
well-defined and secure career path for
employees, males In particular.
The last few years have seen profound
changes in banking, a chief effect of which
has been the eliminaUon of career paths for
the majority of bank employees .
The changing labour market in the bank
ing industry is the subject of an inquiry con
ducted by two Monash academics - Dr
John Hili, lecturer in Administrative
Studies, and Dr Bob 8irrell, senior lecturer
in Sociology.
Dr Hill says that what has emerged in the
banking industry is a "dual labour market".
At the top end is a small sector, the
members of which have well-paid, satisfying
jobs. IncreaSingly, entry to this primary
labour market is not via "the ranks" but
through "body-snatching" of qualified
employees from other firms or directly from
tertiary education.
The balance of the banking labour force
- the secondary labour market - is a pool
of semt-skilled operatives whose employ
ment the banks are quite satisfied to see as
short-term and part·time.

PM's Office role 'political'
From the Whltlam years on, the private
olflce 01 the Prime Minister, staHed
largely by personally-appointed policy
advisers, has developed a8 a significant,
selfo.eontalned unit within administration.
Its growth recognises the Prime
Minister's need for support in his political
function - something in which his Public
Service Department cannot easily - or pro
perly - assist, says Professor Oavld
Kemp, chairman of the Politics department
at Monash.

No clear-cut
remedies to
problems of
Untouchables
Experts on development In third world
countries have argued cause and effect
between an Increase in the level of
education of wotnen, along with improv
ed standards of living, and a reduction in
population growth.
But how much education is needed to
achieve this effect?
It is one of the questions Monash
economic historian, Dr Marika Vicziany,
hopes to answer in a study on fertility and
the family life of Untouchables - or to use
Gandhi's term , Harijans - in India. It is a
project with clear policy implications.
Dr Vicziany has been conducting an inter
viewing program among Harijans in a
village in the State of Bihar.
Her conclusions point towards a link bet
ween improved female literacy and reduced
population growth that is not as clear cut
and immediately achievable as might be
first thought.
"It appears that the amount of education
required to achieve the predicted effect is 'a
lot' - much more than just a few years at
school ," she says. " We might have to ac
cept rapid population growth in some areas
for quite a long time ."
MONASH REPORTER

Professor Kemp was a senior adviser on
Mr Fraser's staff in his first two years as
Prime Minister and was director of the PM's
office in 1981 .
In the time since, Professor Kemp has
been researching the elevation of the PM's
and other Ministers' offices to ones with a
capital "0" and developing a concept of
their role in the system. Such a develop
ment has also occurred in Britain, Canada
and other countries whose government is
based on the Westminster system.
At its heart, says Professor Kemp, is
awareness that politics and government are
not separate and that good government in
volves competent performance of the
political function.
There has been a tendency in the past to
view politics negatively, as disruptive of

government , and to downplay its
significance by loading the whole of the
political role on one man, the Prime Minister
or Minister.
In essence, he says, the political job is a
leadership function , It involves the iden
tification of philosophy and values underly
ing decision-making, the establishment of
priorities, definition of task and the integra
tion of information and ideas from many
sources "into a coherent function".
"PoliHcal judgment is a major part of a
Prime Minister's role and one whtch, it ls
now acknowledged, requires assistance
With the increasing complexity at govern
ment it would require a superhuman effort
of one man to do it without staff support,'
he says .

Geographer tracks change in
what Australians call 'home'
Australians move house more often
than one would think. And in most cases
the change of residence is made within
the city in which the person Is living at
the time of the move.
A study by Monash geographer Dr Chris
Maher of 10 Australian cities shows that
within the five-year period (1971-76) bet
ween 40 and 50 per cent of the population in
most of the cities moved to another place of
residence.
The figure varied from a low of 37 per

cent in Newcastle to a high of 57 per cent in
Canberra .
The two major cities, Sydney and Mel
bourne, both experienced turnover rates of
around 43 per cent. Three-quarters of this
population change related to moves within
the particular city .
Dr Maher's study, which was prepared for
the Australian Bureau of Statistics, is based
on the 1976 Census. which. for the first
time, made possible a study of intra-urban
mobility.

Why the change?
One of the driving factors in
recent years, says Dr Hill, has been
the Alistraltan banks' realisation that they
must run a tighter, more profitable operation
in the face of both domesUc competition
from non-bank financial institutions and
foreign competition foreshadowed by the
Campbell Inquiry. This has led to the
mergers and an examination of the em
phasis of operations and their labour
intensiveness.
Branch banking has been restructured
along regional lines, with key branches
handling a region's "significant" business,
supplemented by smaller "cash shops". At
the same time, the private banks have been
redirecting their energies away from con
sumer banking into the more profitable
"wholesale" end that of corporate
finance and merchant banking.
Dr Hill says that there are some negative
implications for the banks in the emergence
of the dual labour market.
One concerns their "bastions of the
establishment" image.
"The banks are very conscious of their
public profile and may not want to be seen
as introducing a 'fast food' mentality to an
industry long viewed as a desirable avenue
of employment," he says .

The
Humanities
Tributes for
two Deans
Two retired Monash oean8 died In

1983.
They were Professor Don Cochrane,
founding Dean of the faculty of Economics
and Politics. and Emeritus Professor Guy
Manton, the first full-time Dean of Arts .
Sir Louis Matheson, Monash's founding
Vice-Chancellor, spoke at the memorial ser
vices for both men.
Don Cochrane, he said, had given 20 pro
ductive years to Monash, building a
"marvellous" faculty in the process ..
"I remember thinking that Don Cochrane
might indeed be the best man in the world
for our particular chair - and I believe he
was," Sir Louis said.
The Arts faculty had ~ 'flourished mightily"
under Guy Manton's guidance, he said.
"He knew and loved the Arts in the widest
sense - from the classics, his own field, to
literature and drama and languages and
history.
"He was a cultivated man, well read and
deeply sympathetic to the values of his

faculty."

No grievous decline in Christianity: sociologist
There has been no grievous decline in
Christianity In Australia and there never
was a "golden age" of full churches.
These are the facts, according to Dr Gary
80uma, senior lecturer in the sociology of
religion at Monash.
Dr Bouma, who is also assistant curate at
St John 's Anglican Church, Toorak, says
the statistics simply do not support the
myths about Christianity in Australia.
"People have a sense that there was a

golden age in the past - whether they think
it was last century or the 1930s - when
almost everybody went to church but I can't
find it statistically.
"Attendance varying around the 25 per
cent mark has been the rule for Australia
since about 1860. A look at historical trends
reveals a pattern of remarkable stability in
the percentage attending."
But the relative strengths of the major
Christian groups are changing the
Anglican church had one of the lowest

10

growth rates of 1.6 per cent in recent years.
Mainly as a result of immigration and of
fertility rates the Catholic and Orthodox
churches are growing more rapidly .
"Australian Christians are no longer
predominantly Anglican . By 1986 Anglicans
will have to cede first place to Roman
Catholics. The small religious groups will
continue to grow in number and
proportion," Dr Bouma says .
• Letter , Page 14
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farm

disease
•
vaccine
Monash microbiologists, in con_bora
tlon with the Commonwealth Serum
Laboratories, are conducting a pilot trial
of 8 promising new vaccine to protect
dairy farmer. and abattoir workers

8galnet the ••rlouB occupational
d _, leptospirosis.
Leptospirosis is caused by a spirochete, a
spiraJ..shaped bacterium, which, in southern
Australia, Is usually transmitted to humans
through the urine 01 infected cattle and pigs.
It is almost exclusively a disease of dairy
farmers. abattoir workers Bnd veterinarians.
It varies in severity from a mild influenza
like illness to a severe infection involving
liver and reversibfe kidney damage.
There is no reliable informstton on the
prevalence of the disease in Australia. but it
ts believed to be comparable to that in New
Zealan9. where about three per cent of

• Monash microbiologist Dr Ben Adler examines a culture of Leptospira. The spirai
shaped organism pictured leh causes the serious disease, leptospirosis.
dairy farmers are infected in any one year.

As there are two common and two h!ss
common strains of the disease in Australia.
and naturaJ immunity lasts only fjve to 10
years, a farmer can contract the disease
several limes in his working life.
Dr Ben Adler, a lecturer in the Monash
Microbiology department. who is working on
the vaccine with Professor Solly Falne and
M.Sc. student Wayne Christopher, says
the Monash trial, if successful, may be
followed by a large--scale field trial in Nor
thland , New Zealand , involving about 3000
dairy farmers.
Or Adler says that, at present, there are

no human leptospirosis vaccines licensed in
Australia.
Vaccines have been prepared in the past
from spirochetes cultured in a growth
medium containing animal protein or
serum, he says, but they have been un
suitable for human use because of their tox
ic sidEHtffects. The foreign protein in the
growth medium may trigger a severe
allergic reaction in the person immunised.
"The big advantage of our vaccine," Dr
Adler says, "is that, for the first time, we
have been able to grow the organisms in a
protein-free medium. And we have been
able to grow them in sufficientty large
numbers to make a commercial vaccine
feasible."

New lead in muscular
dystrophy research
Monash biochemists have Identified
what they believe could be the prlmery
metabolic defect Involved in the
devastating wasting disease, ouchenne
muscular dystrophy.
The disease, which is inevitably fatal, af
fects only boys and is inherited as a sex
linked recessive trait. The incidence is
about one case in 3000 to 4000 births.
The Monash team , Dr lawrie Austin , Dr
Peter Jeffrey, Dr Helen Arthur and profes-
sional officer Michael de Niese have
" strong circumstantial evidence" that the
primary defect is a defective plasma lipo
protein component.
The protein , known as Apoprotein B, nor·
mally takes up Vitamin E and transports it to
the tissues.

If the transport system is defective. as ap
pears to be the case in Ouchenne muscular
dystrophy, the muscle membranes are
deprived of Vitamin E, which is essential for
their proper functioning .
" If the membranes are not functioning
properly," Dr Auslin says, "there may be
many consequences, including a leakage of
calcium. and this in tum can lead either to
excessive muscle breakdown, or to a"l inef
ficient repair mechanism."
Ahhough the Monash findings have no
immediate therapeutic application. Dr
Austin says, they could lead to improved
methods of screening for carriers of the
disease and, more importantly, to some way
of controlling the disease by supplying the
affected tissues with Vitamin E.

Educationist spells out
schools reform need
A Monash professor of Education has
argued for the reorganisation of schools
In ways which pay heed to recent
research on successful strategies for
learning with understanding.
As it is, says Professor Richard White,
schools organisation is based on a 19th
century view of learning - that the mind is a
bucket which can be filled by dropping facts
into it.
He says that research at Monash and
elsewhere shows that teaching is not a sim
ple matter of poking one fact after another
into heads. People have to learn how to
learn . It has also identified suitable
strategies for learning with understanding.
The capacity to sit through a course of in
struction and pass examinations of the ex
pected sort , he points out, is no guarantee
of having acquired such "useful under
standing" .
Professor White says that the new
research is related to constructivist theories
of learning.
NOVEMBER

The basic tenet of these theories is that
learners construct their own meaning for
each experience, whether it occurs in a for
mal educational setting or outside, by
relating it to prior knowledge; learners must
be active and are responsible for their own
progress.
" Even when teachers strive to work in ac
cord with those principJes, the organisation
of the school defeats them, " says Professor
White.
Powerful learning strategies take time
and a consistent approach to form.
says: "The organisation of the school
determines the nature of the curriculum and
both together limit the acts of teachers.

He

"Faced with an array of teachers, all pro
moting acquisition of subject matter, and
with no models of older children to follow ,
the learner has little chance of finding out
how to learn.
" The wonder is not that so few do, but
that any ever did."

Attempts were made some years ago , he
says, to treat ouchenne muscular
dystrophy patients with massive doses of
Vitamin E, but the trials were unsuccessful.
"If we are correct, the reason for the
failure of Vitamin E treatment is obvious,"
he says . " The Vitamin E could not be
delivered to the muscle membranes
because of the defective transport system."
The Monash finding was made during a
study into the way in which membranes are
maintained in a heahhy state.
Dr Arthur was studying lipoprotein blood
fractions from muscular dystrophy patients,
carriers of the disease, and controls (people
who neither had the disease, nor were car
riers of it). The lipoprotein fractions have a
distinctive colour which can be seen when
they are separated by centrifugation from
blood samples. The colour is due partly to
substances called carotenoids, and partly to
Vitamin E, which the lipoproteins transport
to tissue membranes.
When examining the lipoprotein fractions
she noticed that the colour of one lipo
protein band (low density lipoprotein) was
much less intense In ouchenne patients
than in controls.

Sleep clue
on lung
disease
treatment
Recent research Into the physiology
oleap Is feedlntl to dramatic changes
tha treatment of pattonts with _ _
lung disease.
The new treatment, which invofyes giving
patients with respiratory conditions small
amounts of oxygen during sleep, is already
in use in North America and is being in
troduced experimentalty at the Alfred
Hospital.
It is to be used there in the treatment of
young adults with cystic fibrosis.
The treatment is being ptoneered in Mel
bourne by Dr Glenn Bowes, an NH&MRC
fellow in the department of Medicine at the
Alfred Hospital, who has returned from
Canada, where he spent more than three
years at the Hospital for Sick Children in
Toronto and the Toronto General Hospital.
Or Bowes says research on both
and human patients has shown that
tern of breathing changes dramatically
ing sleep, particulariy during REM (rapid
eye-movement) sleep, a sleep stage usually
associated with dreaming.
"In REM sleep breathing becomes
regular," he says . "Indeed, we have
periods of 10 or 15 seconds when we ac
tually stop breathing. The amount of oxygen
or carbon dioxide in the blood can vary quite
widely during the various stages of sleep, at
times outside the normal range.
"This variation in oxygen levels doesn't
matter in people with normal lungs. The
changes are relatively minor. But for people
with severe respiratory condiUons, such as
emphysema, chronic bronchitis and cystic
fibrosis, the changes can be serious. Oxy
gen levels can become dangerousty low.
" We now recognise that we have to treat
such patients during sleep with oxygen and
other therapies to counter the drastic falls in
oxygen levels that occur in the blood at
night. "

Colour intensity
The team developed a method of measur·
iog the colour intensity and found that in the
ouchenne patients it was only a third to a
half of that in controls . In the case of car
riers it was greater than in muscular
dystrophy patients but significantly less
than in contrOlS .
The low density lipoprotein (LOL) fraction
is one of the major carriers of Vitamin E.
Subsequent tests of red blood cell mem
branes from Ouchenne patients and con
trols (12 age-matched subjects in each
group) showed that the Vitamin E content of
the muscular
membranes
was
controls.
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r~ew tribunal

can
overturn
J
law lecturer
Nationality Cabinet policy
Law

law forMPs
needs review

A new non-judicial administrative ap
peals body may make a slartllng Impact
on the development of Fecieral Govern
ment policies, according to a Monash law
lecturer, Mrs Jennifer Sharpe_
Mrs Sharpe has spent the past three
years studying the workings of the Ad
ministrative Appeals Tribunal, set up in

1975.

The tribunal has the power in some areas
A Monash lawyer has urged reform of to overturn Ministerial and Cabine1 J>O'icy.
Constitutional provisions on nationality
"This turns the whole idea of ministerial
quaUflcatlons and disqualifications for responsibility upside down.
members of Federal Parliament.
"In the policy review area the tribunal has
Dr Michael Pryles. Reader in Law says more power than the High Court. Where a
that reforms proposed by the Senate Stan department exercises discretionary powers ,
ding Comminee on Constitutional and Legal the Court can say a deCision is legally
Affairs do not go far enough.
wrong or was improperly exercised, but it
These are some of the absurd situations cannot override the Minister's discretion or
- possible under present law - they do not decide on the merits of a particular policy.
"The tribunal can," Mrs Sharpe says.
clear up_
The major fields covered at the moment
Take, for example, the case of an MP.
Australian-born. who as a rabid anti are social security - for example when
communist conducts a vehement anti benefits have been refused - and the
Soviet campaign. A backdoor method of deportation of aliens and immigrants con
"neutralising" his voice in the House may victed of serious criminal offences.
The tribunal has recently been given the
be for the Soviet Union to confer on him
I

Mrs Sharpe says the tribunal has pro
ceeded cautiously, but well, since its
establishment.
One of its most controversial activities
has been involvement in the review of
government policy on deportation.

"In the past, government policy on depor
tation has not made any clear distinction
between marijuana users and serious drug
offenders; the AA T in its decisions has
made a big distinction between different
types of drug offences, and its views have
been largely accepted by Ihe Labor Govern
ment and incorporated into its new deporta
tion policy," she says.
"The AAT has indicated that if the in
dividual has been willing to help the police
in their investigations, the tribunal win be
less willing to deport him. The Ministerial
policy did not make any distinction between l
offenders who assisted the police and of
fenders who refused to co-operate.
• Mrs Jennifer Sharpe
"The tribunal has also been much more
power to review departmental decisions to influenced by the interests of other people
withhold information under the Common -the deportee's famity - than the govern
wealth Freedom of Information Act.
ment has."

Russian citizenship.

(Under the ru~ of private international
law, possession of a foreign nationality is
determined in accordance with the law 01
the foreign country concerned .)
Under disqualification provisions of the
Constitution, it would seem that the MP's
seat would become vacant, even though he
did not seek the citizenship of the foreign
state and would not be basking in the glory
of it.
A second area where qualification provi
sions could operate unjustly concerns pro
spective members with dual citizenship,
says Or Pryles.
Here, take the case of a person who is an
Australian citizen by birth and a British sub
ject under the Australian Citizenship Act.
His parents, however, were born in a
southern European country and under the
law of that country cannot divest
themselves of that nationality. Further, their
children also acquire their nationality ir
respective of the place of birth.
It would appear that Constitutional provi
sions would preclude that Australian-bom
person from standing for Federal
ParlIament.

Share for, ~borigin~s in (Innovation)
ocean mining profits? Orientation

Australian Aborigines may have a
stake in the profits of deep seabed min
Ing under the new United Nations Con
vention on the Law of the Sea according
to a Monash expert in international law.
Mr Harry Reicher, senior lectuer in Law ,
has urged Aborigines to carefully monitor
establishment of the International Seabed
Authority and to seek recognition before it
as a group which may benefit from activities
within its jurisdiction.
The fruit of a decade's work, the Conven
tion on the Law of the Sea is a massive
document which deals with every aspect of
the earth's oceans and their uses.
Mr Reicher says that the section which
raises " interesting possibilities" for

True confessions
but at what price?
Do trial Judges have a role in "check
ing" police behaviour . . _
... By, say, rejecting in some circum
stances a confession which is legally ad
missible but obtained by improper or il
legal melhods?
The Australian system , like Scotland 's
and Ireland's, gives judges the nod to exer
cise such a discretion. The English system
has been reluctant to do the same.
The Australian approach is more satisfac
tory, says Mr Bob Williams, Reader in Law.
The requirement for admissibility is that
the confession be voluntary in the sense of
not having been obtained as the result of
oppression or of a threat or promise exercis
ed or held out by a person in authoriiy.
But a few rungs down the ladder from
"oppression. threats and promises" are
procedures which may well yield a reliable
confession but may be considered improper
or even illegal.
For the most part it would be police
behaviour in breach of the so-called
Judges' Rules - the term used to describe
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the rules laid down to govern police in their
interrogation of suspects.
They cover such aspects as cautioning a
suspect; questioning a suspect after he has
been cautioned or charged ; access to a
solicitor; use of information received and
statements by co-accused; and unlawful
detention and the use of holding charges .
Where police impropriety reaches a suffi
ciently grave level, says Mr Williams, then a
consideration of competing requirements of
public policy may properly result in rejection
of a confession .
" What is involved is an attempt to
balance the desirability of placing cogent
evidence tending to show guilt before the
court on the one hand, and the undesirabili
ty of judicial approval or encouragement be
ing given to unlawful conduct on the part of
the police , on the other," he says.

Aborigines is Part XI which deals with the
recovery of mineral resources from depths
which have come only recently within the
reach of technology. The resource causing
great interest is manganese nodules 
oddly-shaped clusters of various minerals
which exist in large Quantities and,
remarkably, are self-generating.
Under Part XI , the International Seabed
Authority is to be set up as trustee of the
area. All activities (meaning. in particular,
mining) are to be carried out "for the benefit
of mankind as a whole".
Mr Reicher says that the Convention con
templates two arms of mining on the deep
seabed. On the one hand, individual states
(and private companies) will be able to
mine, with approval from the Authority 
and at a cost. Also, the Authority will have
its own mining operation, to be called "the
Enterprise" .
"The potential revenues to be earned by
the Authority in this fashion are huge," he

says.
How they are to be distributed is laid
down in Article 140(1) of the Convention
which stipulates "particular consideration
(of) the interests and needs of developing
states and of peoples who have not attained
full independencce or other self-governing
status recognised by the United Nations in
accordance with General Assembly resolu
tion 1514 (XV) and other relevant General
Assembly resolutions ."

Revenue distribution

Notions such as "self-determination"
raise vexed questions in international law,
says Mr Reicher . The upshot is that deci
sions on the sharing of profits will not
necessarily be made on the basis of strictly
"legal" considerations.
"The point is that self-determination has
two dimensions: the legal and the political
or moral," he says .
" By appreciating how the system will
operate and who will make the relevant
decisions, it may be possible for Aborigines
" At a certain point the evil of acquitting a to sidestep the legal complications of self
guilty accused becomes less than the evil o f determination and address themselves
tolerating lawlessness on the part of the directly to the politic al and moral
dimensions.' ,
authorities ...
12

scheme for
Aborigines
Monash University will next year
launch an Orientation Scheme for
Aborigines (MOSA) - the firSI of lIs Iype
in an Australian university.
The Scheme aims to open up access for
adult Aborigines to university qualifications,
thereby increasing Aboriginal participation
in the professions , public service, manage
ment and community leadership, and con
tributing to Aboriginal self-management.
The chairman of the Professorial Board
committee responsible for MOSA, Pro
fessor Merte Ricklefs, says that the
scheme will offer Abortginal people " special
support needed to break a cycle of
disadvantage at university level" .
Professor Ricklefs says that MOSA will
improve mature Aboriginal students' pro
spects of successfully completing under
graduate degrees through both "bridging"
and "enclave" functions .
" It will offer a full academic year of
specific preparation for university study,
thus bridging the educational and cuhural
gap which frequently exists between aspir
ing Aboriginal undergraduates and
matriculants from other communities.
"It will improve the likelihood of
Aboriginal students ultimately gaining
university degrees by ensuring good study
skills, by accustoming intending under
graduates to the procedures, styles and ex
pectations of a university. by giving them
confidence in their abilities, and by pro
viding on-going support facilities ."
Students who complete the Orientation
year - achieving a standard at least equal
to HSC - will be guaranteed admission to
the Monash faculties of Arts and Law. Other
faculties may wish also to accept successful
MOSA students.
For further information about MOSA con
tact Professor Ricklefs on ext. 2160 or Ms
Eve Fesl , Director of the Aboriginal
Research Centre, on ext. ~346.
NOVEMBER
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ARGS grants: New projects
Monash researchers will receive a totol of $4,2m next year
from ",. fwo major funding sources, the AulfrOl/on Ileseorch
Gtunfl Scheme (ARGS) and the NatIonal Health and Medical
IlelflClrch Counclt (NH a MRC),
The ARGS grants totol $1,8m of which $527,511 goes towards
funding 41 new projects:
TheM are ",. new projects,

Physiology
Dr W. R.Gibson

neurotransmitters and
gonadal hormones

13,000

Role of ovarian nerves in
mediating ovulatory
compensation after unilateral
ovariectomy

10,200

ARTS
Engllah
Miss B. M. Niall

SCIENCE

Biography of Martin Boyd

6,000

Botany
Dr D. J. O'Dowd

17th and 18th Century
French utopias

1,000

Chemistry

French
Prof. J . R. Garagnon

Synthesis of oxygen
heterocycles
Dr R. F. C. Brown
Pyrolytic generation of
Dr F. W. Eastwood
transient organic molecules
Or G. 8 . Deacon
Syntheses of organometallics
and organoamidometal compounds
by decarboxylation reactions
AlProf. R. S. Dickson Binuclear metal complexes 
versatile centres for organic
synthesis
Dr A. D. E. Pullin
Chemical matrix isolation studies
Dr. J . K. Yandell
Syntheses and redox properties
Dr. D. G . Hewin
of metalloprotein models

Quaternary history of Macquarie
Island -

9 ,018

phase II

Hillary
Australians in 1838

Or M. Aveling
Dr A. Atkinson
Dr F. W. Kent

13,300

Aorence in the time of
Lorenzo 0' Medici

5,000

Theoretical framework of
Slavic inflection

9,000

Slavic lIonguages

Prof G. J . Marvan

EDUCATION

Students' conceptual frameworks
for learning about their
environment.

Computer Science
Prof . C. S. Wallace
Or O. Abramson
earth Sciences
Dr R. A. F. Cas
Dr D. R. Gray
Prof. B. E. Hobbs
Dr R. A. F. Cas

8,288

ENGINEERING
EIec1rtcel Engineering
Dr L. H. Binh
Fibre optic interferometric

Dr D. L. Morgan

techniques for remote
sensing of fluid flow
Comparative studies of fast
tension transients in single
vertebrate muscle fibres

3,000
Dr D. R. Gray

21,774

Materials Engineering

A1prof. B. W. Cherry
Dr B. A. Parker

The initiation of stress
corroSion cracking by low
frequency cyclic straining
The production, structure and
properties of strip cast
aluminium alloys

9,000

Dr R. T. Gregory

18,000

Or I. A. Nicholls

21 ,000

Genetics
Dr D. R. Smyth

LAW
Prof. E. M. Campbell

Act. Prof.
F. A. Trindade

The law and governance of
Australian universities
MEDICINE

Dr P. D. Temple-Smith Effects of obstruction and vase

epktktymal anastomois on the
function of the testis and
epididymis

Dr T. E. Hall
Dr R. K. Smith
Physics
Dr R. J . Fleming
Prof. B. E. Hobbs
Dr A. C . McLaren
Or A. C . McLaren

9,000

Biochemistry
Dr W. H. Murphy
AJProf. B. N. Preston

Measurement of interaction
co-efficients in ternary
solutions of polysaccharide
oligosaccharide

10,583

Microbiology
Dr. R. C . Bayly

Dr R. A. Skurray

Regulation of the microbial
degradattcn of xylenols
and cresels

Psychology
Prof. R. H. Day

18,500

Pathology &

Immunology
Dr H. A. Ward

Pharmacology
Dr L. J . Rogers
Dr O. Ehrlich

Differentiation of chicken
lymphocytes and reticular
epithelial cells studied by
monoclonal antibodies to
cell membrane antigens

Dr K. I. Forster
Mr B. J . O' Loughlin

Zoology
Dr G . Ettershank

13,000

Development of structural
and functional asymmetry
in the brain; the influence
of
amino acid

Students
organise
management
seminar
NOVEMBER

6,300
17,500
12,400
13,500
9,839
11,500

Capability-based muttiprocessor

22,000

The tectonic style and
signiftcance of the Ordovician
system, Eastern Victoria
Palaeovolcanology, stratigraphy
and sedimentology: the lower
Devonian Snowy River volcanics,
Eastern Victoria
The analysis of strain and
incremental strain history in
the ·Ordovician-Silurian rocks
of Victoria - implications
for tectonic development
Stable isotope studies of Archean
hydrothermal systems, Pilbara
block, Western Australia
Partitioning of rare earth
elements between clino
pyroxenes and basaltic
liquids as a function of
pyroxene composition

30,558

27,040

18,150
21,050

3,400

Dispersed repeated sequences
in the genomes of Llilum
species

8,900

Automata, languages, machines
and inverse semi-groups
Morning glory wind squalls

7,500
16,428

Mathematics

Anatomy
Mr G. J . Southwick

12,552

Dr R. F. C. Brown

Geogrephy
Dr J . A. Peterson

Prof. P. J . Fensham

The evolutionary significance
of extrafloral nectar production
by Acacia pycnantha

Dr B. Roberts

A group of Monash Economics
students is organising a management
development seminar at the Hilton
Hotel on December 8.

Electrical properties of
quartz - implications for
defect chemistry
Transmission electron micro-
scope study of the structure
and properties of grain
boundaries in rocks

Mr John Ellioll, managing direc

tor or Elders IXL.
• Dr Roy Gilbert, director or the
Victorian Ministry or Housing.
• Dr Ion Macgregor and Mr David
Hume, management consultants.
• Mr Peter Wale , sales training
manager, Honeywell Information
Systems.

(AIESEC).
Several leading figures in the person
nel field will speak at the seminar which
is entitled "Management Development:

13

19,532
21 ,360
5,005

Age pigment accumulation as
an ecological tool - baseline
studies on Daphnia carinata
(crustacea)
The nature of PTTH synthesis
and release in flesh flies

They include:

The students belong to the Monash
branch or the International Association
or Economics and Commerce Students

8,734

Perceptual processes involved
in visual illUSions
Visual proceSSing of sentences
Interaction between excitation
and suppression in the
auditory periphery

Where to from here?"
•

11,600

14,000
10,000

Chairing the sessions will be Dr
Sharon Dickman ot Footscray Institute

or Technology.

'.

Among topics to be discussed are the
need for change in the attitudes of Aus
tralian business toward management
development techniques, the inade
quacies of present management courses,
and trends overseas.
For further information contact the

AIESEC orrico at Monash on ••1, 3084.
MONASH REPORTER

Second edition extends the use of probability theory
THIS SECOND edition of Sir Richard Eggleslon's
pioneering book is not just an amended and polished
version of the first edition. The new edition is about a
third longer than the earlier edition, many chapters
have been substantially modified, and there are about
80 additional interesting cases cited to suppon the
argument.

The changes made are partly in reaction to the
reception to the first edition. They include a much
more thorough-going attempt to provide an explana
tion of the foundations of probability theory and its
use in inference, with special emphasis on Bayes'

Theorem , and a considerably amplified argument for
a more extended use in the courts, and by lawyers
generally. of the methods of thinking that stem from
an understanding of classical probability theory.
The book is addressed both to lawyers and non
lawyers. The exposition of both the law and th e
mathematics has an easy clarity. The long argument is
presented forcefully and sustained by an und erstated
wit and copious and apt citations.
The broad thrust of the book is to show "that even
where quantities are not available, useful result s can
be obtained by applying the reasoning of classical
theory to factual problems".
A priori, I would have judged that thi s thesis mu st
entertain universal approval. The large number o f

Not all would agree that reform is so needed . In
1977, whil e the first edition of Sir Richard 's boo k was
in the press , L. Jonathan Cohen, fellow of Queen 's
College, and lecturer in philosophy at Oxford Uni ver
sity, published his book The Probable and the Pro
vable (OUP). This book is also concerned with proof
in the court s and asks what is [he appropriate
theoretical framework to describe such proof.

jargon that no attempt is made to f!xplain. For f!xam
pie, the standard and basic mathc:rnatkalterms ·funf.:
lion' and 'functOr' are used in a way different from
Ihat of [he mathematidans, and Cohen makes no at
tempt [0 elucidate his meanings. Again. it is diffkult
to understand precisely what Cohen Illeans by a
relati\'e frequency concept of probability.
The appearance of Cohen's book has led Sir
Richard to expand his book to indude a refutation of
Cohen's conclusions. This polemical ingredient of the
second edition adds an extra piquancy to the reader's
enjoyment .
Roughly speaking. the difference between Sir
Richard's and Jonathan Cohen 's points of view is that
Cohen takes a much less critical approac.:h to the
arguments and procedures of the courts. His view
seems frequently to be that , here is a set of principles
and accepted rules of argument , evidence, and in 
ference and thaI it is hi s job to accept these procedures
as valid and [0 find the correct theoretical framework
for them.
In my mind Sir Richard wins the debate hands
down. The matter is an important o ne because it af
fect s us a\l, and should be di scllssed wid ely.

Cohen's book is in places much more mathematical
than Sir Richard's and is embedded in a philosophical

Professor Cordon Preston
Mathematics

In Review
Evidence, Proof and Probability, Sir Richard
Eggleston, second edition, 1983, published by
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London.

cases cited by Sir Richard which run counter to the dic ·
tates of sound probabilistic reasoning show that a con 
siderable reform, perhaps only to be achieved at [he
stage of the early education o f lawyers, is necessar y,
however.

Statistics
show
decline in
Christianity
SIR: Dr Gary Bouma, senior lecturer in in religiou s teachers. This month the
the sociology of religion at Monash, Catholic Education Office in
states (Reporter 8-83) that there has Queensland released figures showing
been no grievous decline in Christianity that 50 years ago there were no lay
teachers in their schools in Queensland.
in Australia.
He waves aside the increasing number Ten years ago there were about 40 per
of people indicating on census forms cent. Today lay teachers make up 85 per
that they have no religion as largely due cent , numbering around 3,600 out of
4,200 full-time and 500 part-time. Five
to an increase in honesty.
It may come as a surprise to Dr per cent of Queensland's 283 Catholic
Bouma that there are other statistics schools have no brothers or sisters on
which clearly show a decline in the teaching staff.
Sunday schools are becoming a thing
Christianity.
The participation in the religious rites of the past. Many churches have ceased
of marriage, baptism and funerals are Sunday schools, auendances are declin
all clearly decreasing. In 1949 over 90 ing and churches are finding difficulty
per cent of marriages took place in a obtaining Sunday school teachers.
There has also been a measurable
church, now it is just over 50 per cent
and declining rapidly. Our members
who are civil marriage celebrants are
struggling to keep up with the demand
and we estimate within 10 years civil
marriages will be in the majority.
The Uniting Church is honest enough
to release reliable statistics on baptisms
and confirmations. Their 1980 figures
showed 1,314 confirmations and 3,382
baptisms a steady decline from
previous years.
While detailed statistics on the
number of people becoming ministers,
nuns and priests are not available, all the
major churches report a massive decline
in this area. Young people taking up
full-time religious positions are more
likely to be joining Eastern religions
A new videotape editing suite has been
than Christian Churches.
installed in ahe Educational
Hundreds of nuns and priests and
Technology Section, providing a pro
mini sters have left the Christian
fessional quality editing facility not
religion. Many convents have been clos
ed and the property sold. Many
previously available on campus.
mainstream Christian Churches have The suite is based around the Sony BVU
three-quarter inch U-matic format.
been sold and converted into
restaurants, private dwellings, art
The equipment was purchased with
funds from the University's equip
galleries, discotheques and coffee shops.
The churches have reported a decline
men. grant and from ETS's outside
MONASH REPORTER

decrease in the adherence to religious
teachil)gs . Many who are nominal
Catholic practise res ponsible parent
hood thro ugh birth control. In the past
most peop~ followed church rulings on
divorce, st~ying in unhappy marriages.
Divorce .s ~tistics clearly show people
are not fohewin g church teachings on
divorce.
I challenge Dr Bouma to debate this
topic at Monash any lunch hour at a
convenient date.
Mark Plummer
National President
Australian Humanists
(Monash student 1973-76)

Scholarships
The Registrar's departmut has been advis
ed of the following scholarships. The
Reporter presents a pr«is or the details.
More information can be obtained from the
Graduale Schohllrships Ofrice, ground noor,
University Ornces, extension 3055.
AINSE Postgraduate Research Siudeniship
- 1984

For research into nuclear science and
engineering. The scholar is required 10 spend
part of his time at Lucas Height s. The stipend
is $9,163 p.a. Applications close at Monash
on November 4.

Holiday accommodation
Seeking holiday accommodation
interstate over summer?
The Women's College, University of
Sydney, and St George's College,
University of Western Australia, could
have the answer.
The Women' s College is offering
flats, single and twin study bedrooms
"at very reasonable rates" from

earnings.
'Mr Alan Wilson, of the Medical Faculty
mechanical workshop, constructed
the framework supporting the suite
a complicated and intricate
welding operation.
Says senior lecturer in charge of ETS,
Mr Ian Thomas:
"We are hoping to add s9me
refinements to the system in 1984
14

November 26 10 February 20. For fur
ther information contact the manager
on (02) 51 1195 or 51 3761.
St George' s is offering twin and single
'accommodation at "budget prices" 
$10.50 a head, bed and breakfast 
from November 25 to February 14. For
further information contact the Col
lege's house manager on (09) 386 1425.

which will make the facility at the
same time mo:re available to users
across the campus and to present a
more polished final product.
"ETS is pleased to offer editing services
for existing videotape material or for
the production of new TV programs
for teaChing and research purposes."
"'or further information contad ext . .
3880.
NOVEMBER

Coming to grips with the bomb culture
THIS BOOK, by a member of the Monash Politics
department and his wife, is not really an attempt to
anatomise the world, but, as the subt itle says, to
discuss the impact of the alOm on Australia and the

World.
And the authors do this.
The book does not contain any new or startling

revelations, nor insights into the human condition or
the meaning of the meaning of life which we had not
encountered. Nor does it seem likel y that the writers
intended such Ihing~ .
What they have done is to provide a longi sh inter
pretation of posl-1945 world history in the context of

the arms race, the nuclear competition, the Soviet
American rivalry which has spread or tried to spread
into every corner of the world and every aspect of
political, social and economic life; and the psycho·
logical damage which thi s 40 year old Bomb Culture
has inflicted upon us all.
The second section of their book - 'The World
Comes to Australia' - is about Australia and the
Bomb, Australian foreign policy since World War II ,
and 'our present predicament' . The third and final sec·
tion of their volume discusses how we won the war and
lost the peace (viz. we have allowed ourselves to drift

In Review
Anatomy of the World: The Impact of the Atom
on Australia and the World , Harry and Jill
Redner, Fontana Collins, 1983. RRP $8.95.

into a situation more dangerous and more insecure

than in the late 1930.).
Co ming out of this and what went before, the
Redners ana lyse the peace movements which have
waxed and waned in the West since Hiroshima, in·
eluding those in Aust ralia .
Finally, after discussing possible future tactics for
checking the rush to war, the writers call for a new
language to discuss power, international relations and,
even, the symbology upon which groups rely to make
their world, and the actions of their groups, intelligible
and acceptable.
The Redners do not hesitate to PUI the military·
industrial-scie nt ific complex at the centre of things 

for they do not believe that the USA and USSR have
them , but, rather, are military-industrial·scientific

Charity group aids
nnedicalresearch

complexes. The arms complex is the flywheel around
whkh eHrything else revolves. So much so that the
task of changing this slate of affairs. either from in
side or outside, is daunting indeed.
The writers can only suggest selected press'ures upon
different links in the Great Chain of War, using now
scientists, now doctors, now military men or ex
sta tesmen , now the population itself in public
demonstrations (those nOt tOO apathetic to care o r
move), and so on. The Redners are not over-optimistic
- for even the ruling elites are entrapped - but they
are just not prepared to lie down and let It happen.
This book, which is most reasonably priced, will be
of considerable value to th ose trying to approach the
depressing and multitudinous complexities of modern
war and peace for the first time; while even we old
botlle·scarred, baltle-scared veterans of the anti
Vietnam movement, or even the British CND of the
'50s, can pick up a few wrinkles by reading this book.
Things one had forgotten, things one didn't know at
the time . some interesting ways of talking about the
mass of material; and some rresh ideas on how to bell
the cal. It' s all here.
Max Teichmann
Department of Policic:s

Academics win Peace prize
Two Monash academics have been
awarded a United Nations Media Peace
Prize.
Foreign Affairs Minister Bill Hayden
last month presented the award to Kevin
Fewster, senior tutor in History, and
Belinda Probert , lectu rer in Sociology.

-

In February this year Dr Fewster and
Dr Probert organised a "Stop the

Drop" rock concert at the Myer Music

Bowl.
The concert was recorded and
together with interviews with band
members and actors such as Bruce
Spence was "simulcast" on ATVIO and
3EON-FM .
Andrew MeVitty and Tony Leach,
who made the video, also shared the
prize.

Library workers take their
Ambulance certificates
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Jenny MurraJ'
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Support from a Moorabbin fund
raising group, the Pacemaker Set, has
enabled the Monash department of
Pathology and Immunology at the

Alfred

Hospital

to

buy

important

equipment.

More than 52000 has been provided
by the Pacemakers towards purchase of
a number of items for gel electro

phoresis which could not have been
boaght from normal fands,
The equipment is beiDa used by lec
turer Dr John Pederson and research
students in tlleir investigations into
a.to-im.mune

diseases,

maltiple sclerosis,
NOVEMBER

particularly

From its name, the charitable group
sounds as if it is concerned exclusively
with heart pacemaker implants. In fact
the name refers to the ladies' aim to "set
the pace" for other charitable
organisations.
This year the group has given more
than $8500 - raised in social activities
- to some 14 organisations including
the City Mission, Kidney Foundation,

to

Sixteen Ubrary staff members were reeently awarded SI. John Ambutance Certificates
marX successful com~tion of fiest akt traiOlng courses. FIVe of them finished advanced
courses.


Deaf, Blind and Rubella Children's
Association, and Monash University.

/

The PKemaker Set prefers to provide
"concrete" items such as goods or

.

In the pnoto above, instructor Mandy Glpps watches youngest 'graduate' Tony Sammut
go thr.ouQh resuscitation procedures with a Chief Librarian obviously in need of
resuscitating!

equipment rather than simply cash,
IS
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Wardell grand legacy from
colonial controversy

RIGHT: Portrait sketch of
W_ W_ Wardell. 1850. by Clarkson

Stanfleld_ BELOW: His grand
children. at Monash for the exhibrtion
opening - Mr Vincent Wardel" Mrs
Clare Tartto~ym.nt and Miss

When William Wilkinson Wardell

stepped off tbe boat in Melbourne in
II1Sl1 Australia could boast its first
FeUow of the Royal Institute of British
AKhUeds.
In the next 41 years before his death
- the first 20 in Melbourne and the re
mainder in Sydney - Wardell gave the
colony some of its finest buildings in the
Gothic and Renaissance Revival styles.
Among his projects in Melbourne
were SI Patrick's Cathedral, the ANZ
Bank (formerly ES&A) on the cor

ner of Collins and Queen Streets, the
Treasury building and Government
House. In Sydney his projects included
St Mary's Cathedral and St lohn's Col
lege, Sydney University.
The first major exhibition of
Wardell's work is on show in the
Monash Exhibition Gallery until
November II. Early in the new year it
moves to Sydney.
The exhibition has been assembled by
Ursula de Jong, who is writing a Ph.D.
thesis in the department of Visual Arts
on Wardell.
On show are memorabilia,
photographs (chiefly by Adrian Feather
ston), and original drawings which Mrs
de Jong says "provide additional insight
into the architect's design process,
revealing more cogently his vision" .
Accompanying the exhibition is
publication of an illustrated
book/catalogue on Wardell's life and
work.
Mrs de Jong says that Wardell was a
figure of controversy, particularly dur
ing his time in Victoria. He was even
tually dismissed from his post as head of
the Victorian Public Works Depart
ment, a position he held for 20 years.
Born in London in 1823, he was a
convert to Catholicism at age 20. In his
formative years, architecturally, he was in
fluenced by the ideas of Pugin who held
that "there should be no features about
a building which are not necessary for
convenience, construction or propriety;
and that all ornament should consist of
enrichment of the essential construction
of the building".
Wardell had constructed more than 30
Gothic Revival churches in Britain,
mainly London, before departing for
Australia.
In Melbourne he was immediately
employed by the Catholic Church to
design the new cathedral and won, by
The evenls lisled Mlow are open 10 Ihe
public. "RBH" throughout slands ror
ROMrl Blackwood Hall. There is a BASS
licketing ouUet on campus at the Alexander
Theatre.
NOV. 3-11: EXHIBITION "William Wilkin
son Wardell: His Life and Work". Pres.
by depanment of Visual Arts. Monday
Frida y , IOam ·5 pm; Wednesdays.
lOam-6pm. Exhibition Gallery, 7th floor
Menzies Building. Admission free. In
Quiries: ext. 2117.
MUSICAL COMEDY - "Orpheus in
the Underworld", pres. by Cheltenham
Light Opera Company. Nightly at Spm.
Matinee at 2pm on November 5. Alex.
Thealre. Admission: adults SS.50; pen
sioners and tertiary slUdcnts $6.50;
children $4.50. Bookings: 288 8438.
1984 SUMMER SCHOOL Enrolments now being accepted for
courses in motor maintenance:

MONASH REPORTER

Ter... Wardell (right).

competition, his position as Clerk of
Works and Chief Architect with the
Government. Three years later he was
promoted to Inspeclor General of
Public Works in Victoria with the right
'to private practice.
Mrs de Jong points out: "His arrival
and assimilation into Melbourne society
were not quite as simple as these facts
would suggest.
"The press of the day argued
vehemently as to his merits and his
'right' to take up a public position.
liThe Irish·dominated Catholic com
munity looked with suspicion upon this
English convert who presented them
with plans for a Cathedral of enormous
proportions. "
Mrs de long says thaI Wardell looked
at architecture from an architect/engi
neer's point of view rather than purely
from ali historian's or a devout Chris·
tian's stance.
"His approach was neither solely
scholarly nor fanatically religious. He
was able to combine practicality with
aesthetic intuitiveness."
The gallery is on the seventh floor of
the Menzies building and is open 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays and to 6 p.m. on
Wednesdays.

-

,

• Wardell's original drawing for St Patrick's'

Cathedral, Melbourne, 1858.
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SUMMER DIARY
dance/ drama/ mime; languages; Aus
tralian native plants; interior decorating;
arts and crafts; music; typing;
photography; study skills. Inquiries and
free brochure: exl. 3096, 3180.

and the Role of Demand Management",
co-sponsored by the Minist ry of Environ
ment and Planning and Graduate School
of Environmental Science. 9.30am·lpm.
Leclure Thealre I. Admission free. In·
quiries: Dr Peter Cock, ext. 3837.

16: WORKSHOP - "Shaping the Future in
Child Welfare". a workshop on the Child
Welfare Practices Legislation Review
Commillee's discussion paper. Pres. by
Centre for Continuing Education. In
quiries and enrolments: exts. 371S, 3717.

25: CONf'ERENCE - "Distributive Justice
and the Au s tralian Medical Care
System". pres. by Centre of Policy
Studies and Centre for Human Bioethics.
9.20am-6pm. Inquiries: ext. 2427.
DEC. 2: "Slarlighl Revue", pres. by Dawn
Lois Dancing School. 7 .45pm. RBH. In·
Quiries: 547 2027.

22, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CON
fERENCE - "Conservation

3: CONCERT - Chao Feng Chinese
Ensemble. RBH. Admission: adults $6,
students and pensioners $4. 8pm. in
quiries: 662 1980.

10, CHRISTMAS CONCERT - pees. by
Gregorius Dutch Choir. 8pm. RBH. In

quiries: 762 1326.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT - pres. by
Monash University Choral Society.
RelIa10us Centre, Admission free.
quiries: Chaplaincy. ext. 3160.
12, CHRISTMAS CONCERT - "Festive
Music for Christmas". pres. by Prahran
Parish Mission, 8 pm. RBH. Admission:
SIS, SIO, SS. Inquiries: SI 131S.
17: CHRISTMAS CONCERT - pres. by
Nalional Bo~s' Choir. RBH. 8pm.
EARLY 1984: PANTOMIME - "Peter
Pan", pres. by Rainbow Management
and the Alexander Theatre. Begins early
January. Bookings open December. Alex.
Theatre. Inquiries: 543 2255.
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